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Abstract
Context. Large scale chemical abundance gradients in the Galactic disks, small-scale abun-
dance structures, and the mean chemical abundance values in the Solar vicinity, are important
constraints to Galactic chemo-dynamical formation and evolution models. The formation and
evolution of stars, and interstellar gas and dust depends on the distribution and evolution of
matter in the Galaxy. Therefore, metallicity structures within the Milky Way can be mapped
from the abundance analysis of its gas and stars.
Data. A sample of 379 mostly spectral type B main sequence stars within 1.5 kpc radius from
the Sun, was observed with the MIKE high-resolution spectrograph on the Magellan 6.5-m
telescope on Las Campanas in Chile in 2007. Projected rotational velocities and photometric
effective temperatures were determined for these stars by Braganc¸a et al. (2012). B stars are
good indicators for present-day cosmic abundances due to their short lifetimes. They preserve
the interstellar medium abundances, which they were born from, in the photosphere, and they
do not migrate far from their birth environment.
Aims. The purpose of this Master’s project was to start mapping the present-day silicon
and oxygen abundance structure of the Solar neighbourhood, by determining the stellar at-
mospheric parameters, and Si and O abundances, for the low-rotating (< 22 km s−1) sub-
sample. The thesis at hand is part of an international study aimed to determine the elemental
abundances of B-type main sequence stars near the Solar vicinity and in the outer Galactic
disk (Braganc¸a et al. 2012, 2015; Garmany et al. 2015, Braganc¸a et al. in prep.).
Methods. Line-profile fitting of Si, O and Balmer lines, with full NLTE synthetic spectra, and
an iterative analysis methodology, was used to constrain stellar atmospheric parameters and
elemental abundances at high accuracy and precision.
Results & Conclusions. With this Master’s thesis, an extensive mapping the Solar neighbour-
hood has begun: stellar parameters, and Si and O abundances were established for 17 stars.
The mean elemental abundance of the Solar neighbourhood of a 1.25 kpc radius, was found
to be 7.42±0.13 dex for silicon and 8.73±0.06 dex for oxygen. The results are consistent with
the cosmic abundance standard from Nieva & Przybilla (2012) within error-bars, and provide
reliable present-day anchor points for Galactic chemical evolution models. However, the stars
in our sample have on average smaller abundance values and the Solar neighbourhood seems
to be more heterogeneous, than determined by Nieva & Przybilla (2012) study. Small scale
abundance structures were not discovered, due to yet small sample size. In the future, other
low-rotating stars in the observed stellar sample will be analysed, up to a v sin i ' 80km s−1
limit. This would amount to about 100 stars. Combined with Gaia DR2 positions, and chem-
ical abundances for the fast rotating B-type stars in the Solar vicinity (Cazorla et al. 2017),
would provide an unprecedented view of the present-day Solar neighbourhood.

Popula¨rvetenskaplig beskrivning
V˚ar galax, Vintergatan, inneh˚aller bort˚at 200 miljarder stja¨rnor av varierande a˚ldrar och
storlekar. Under en mo¨rk och klar natt kan man se ungefa¨r 2000 med blotta o¨gat. Detta a¨r
en liten del av det stora hela, men tillra¨ckligt fo¨r att stimulera ma¨nniskors nyfikenhet. Vad
a¨r de gjorda av, och varfo¨r a¨r de da¨r de a¨r? Enkla fr˚agor, som har va¨ldigt komplexa svar.
Genom att kartla¨gga strukturen och den kemiska sammansa¨ttningen hos den unga nuvarande
stja¨rnpopulationen i solens na¨rhet avser detta arbete att besvara den fo¨rsta fr˚agan och ge
ytterligare ledtr˚adar till den andra. Vintergatans ursprung och utveckling finns bevarat i
form av den kemiska sammansa¨ttningen och kinematiska egenskaperna hos dess stja¨rnor och
gas, s˚a genom att besta¨mma stja¨rnors kemiska sammansa¨ttning kan man f˚a information om
den miljo¨ som de bildades fr˚an. Detta arbete har anva¨nt sig av massiva (2–16 M) hu-
vudseriestja¨rnor fo¨r att besta¨mma den nutida ymnigheten av syre och kisel i solens na¨rhet.
Massiva stja¨rnor a¨r utma¨rkta indikatorer fo¨r Vintergatans nutida kemiska sammansa¨ttning,
av flera anledningar. Fo¨r det fo¨rsta s˚a har massiva stja¨rnor korta livstider, n˚agra miljoner
till n˚agra tiotals miljoner a˚r, att ja¨mfo¨ras med Vintergatans a˚lder som a¨r runt 13 miljarder
a˚r. Fo¨r det andra s˚a befinner de sig fortfarande p˚a den plats de bildades, detta p˚a grund av
att de inte hunnit migrera na¨mnva¨rt p˚a de f˚a miljoner a˚r de levt. Fo¨r det tredje s˚a a¨r de
va¨ldigt lumino¨sa, och s˚aledes la¨tta att observera, vilket beror p˚a att de har s˚a ho¨ga temper-
aturer (10000–30000 K). Ymnigheten av olika grunda¨mnen i atmosfa¨rerna hos dessa stja¨rnor
representerar den kemiska sammansa¨ttning som det interstella¨ra mediet hade na¨r de bildades.
Den nutida sammansa¨ttningen av olika grunda¨mnen i solens na¨rhet utgo¨r viktiga randvil-
lkor fo¨r galaktiska kemisk-dynamiska utvecklingsmodeller eftersom de man vill att de skall
resultera i realistiska Vintergatsmodeller. Riktma¨rket fo¨r Vintergatan a¨r solens na¨rhet som
a¨r det omr˚ade som kan studeras med sto¨rsta noggrannhet och precision, eftersom stja¨rnorna
a¨r na¨raliggande och enkla att observera. Mer a¨n 370 na¨raliggande (inom en radie av 1.5 kpc)
massiva stja¨rnor observerades fo¨r detta projekt a˚r 2007. Grova uppskattningar fo¨r stja¨rnornas
rotationshastigheter och effektiva temperaturer gjordes av Braganc¸a et al. (2012). Denna Mas-
teruppsats har som m˚al att besta¨mma stja¨rnparametrar (effektiv temperature, ytgravitation,
projicerad rotationsgahstighet, mikro- och makroturbulenshastigheter) och grunda¨mneshalter
p˚a ett konsekvent sa¨tt fo¨r de stja¨rnor som har l˚aga rotationshastigheter. De observerade spek-
trumen ja¨mfo¨rdes med syntetiskt spektrum, som genererats med hja¨lp av modellatmosfa¨rer
och atommodeller, fo¨r att analysera formerna p˚a spektrallinjer. En linje-fo¨r-linje-baserad
anpassningsmetod fo¨r kisel, syre, och va¨telinjer anva¨ndes, och statistiska metoder fo¨r att
besta¨mma stja¨rnparametrar och grunda¨mneshalter.
Denna metod a¨r va¨ldigt tidskra¨vande - att analysera en stja¨rna tar n˚agra dagar upp till en
vecka - men berikande. I detta Masterprojekt har 17 stja¨rnor i solens na¨rhet analyserats fo¨r att
kartla¨gga kisel- och syrehalter i solens na¨rhet. Vi fann att solens na¨rhet verkar vara aningen
mindre homogen a¨n vad som tidigare rapporterats. Dock s˚a o¨verenssta¨mmer medelhalterna
fo¨r solens na¨rhet med tidigare liknande studier, samt med dessa grunda¨mnens halter i solen.
P˚a grund av den kemiska utvecklingen i Vintergatan s˚a borde yngre stja¨rnor generellt sett ha
ho¨gre grunda¨mneshalter a¨n solen som a¨r a¨ldre. Dessa resultat antyder att solen bildades i de
inre delarna av Vintergatan, som a¨r mer berikade, och sedan migrerade till dess nuvarande
position 8 kpc fr˚an Vintergatans centrum. N˚agra sm˚askaliga ymnighetsvariantioner kunde
inte detekteras, antagligen beroende p˚a det a¨nnu begra¨nsade antal stja¨rnor som analyserats.
Framtida planer innefattar att analysera alla stja¨rnor i samplet, upp mot 100 stja¨rnor. Med
denna Mastersuppsats har det detaljerade kartla¨ggandet av solens na¨rhet bo¨rjat!
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The story of the formation and evolution of the Milky Way galaxy is written into the chemical
and kinematic properties of its stars and gas. Different sets of astronomical objects can be
used to probe the Galaxy’s1 chemical structure of the present or of the past. The Master’s
thesis at hand begins mapping the present-day chemical abundance structure of the Solar
neighbourhood (extending to 1.5 kpc from the Sun) with spectral type B main sequence
stars, to provide Galactic chemo-dynamical formation and evolution models with observa-
tional boundary conditions. Over 370 mostly B stars were observed for this task, with the
high-resolution MIKE spectrograph at the Magellan Clay 6.5 m telescope on Las Campanas
observatory in Chile. This Master’s study takes under analysis 17 low-rotating stars in the
observed sample. Hydrogen, silicon and oxygen lines were fitted with synthetic spectra, which
were based on a grid of NLTE line-blanketed model atmospheres, and NLTE line formation
calculations. An iterative analysis methodology was used to constrain stellar parameters (ef-
fective temperature, surface gravity, projected rotational velocity, micro- and macroturbulent
velocity), and silicon and oxygen abundances with high precision and accuracy.
The large observed dataset and the high precision and accuracy methodology, allows to review
the chemical homogeneity (with fluctuations of less than 10% around the mean) of the So-
lar neighbourhood, reported from previous studies on the present-day tracers (e.g. Cartledge
et al. 2004; Nieva & Przybilla 2012; Przybilla et al. 2008; Rodr´ıguez & Delgado-Inglada 2011),
as well as the mean abundance values (the cosmic abundance standard) of the Solar neigh-
bourhood (Nieva & Przybilla 2012; Przybilla et al. 2008). In comparison to the earlier studies,
the current Master’s project uses superior NLTE model atmospheres and line formation cal-
culations, log gf calibration to reduce systematic errors, as well as thorough random error
estimation to reveal the true precision of abundance determination. This Master’s project is
part of an international study of B-type main sequence stars near the Solar vicinity (Braganc¸a
et al. 2012, and this Master’s thesis), and in the outer Galactic disk (Braganc¸a et al. 2015;
Garmany et al. 2015, Braganc¸a et al. in prep.), with the objective to provide Galactic chemo-
dynamical formation and evolution models with best possible observational constraints for
present-day chemical abundances.
1Throughout this thesis, the term “Galaxy” is used as a synonym for Milky Way, in contrary to “galaxy”,
which is a general term.
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Figure 1.1: Abundance distributions in the Solar neighbourhood. Red: abundances deter-
mined from early B-type stars by Nieva & Przybilla (2012); black: literature data; Photo-
spheric and proto-Solar abundances from Asplund et al. (2009), with the bars representing
the ±1σ uncertainties. Figure from Nieva & Przybilla (2012).
The present-day Galactic abundance structures were first studied through H ii regions (Church-
well & Walmsley 1975). These large, low-density clouds of partially ionized gas are regions
in which star formation has recently taken place, and they truly probe the current state of
abundance values. Many studies of H ii regions in optical and infrared wavelengths have
since followed, with spatial reach from the Galactic centre (Mart´ın-Herna´ndez et al. 2002) to
the outer parts of the disk (Deharveng et al. 2000; Esteban et al. 2005; Mart´ın-Herna´ndez
et al. 2002; Rudolph et al. 2006). However, H ii regions show large scatter in abundances at
given Galactocentric distance, and a difference of 0.25 dex in abundances derived from optical
data and infrared (Rudolph et al. 2006). Abundances from the diffuse interstellar medium
(ISM) itself can be measured from lines of sight when observing a massive star (Andre´ et al.
2003; Cartledge et al. 2004, 2006; Oliveira & He´brard 2006). Stars can be used as tracers
of present-day abundance structures, assuming the lifetime of the star is much shorter than
that of the Galaxy. This is true for massive stars, from about 5 M, as they have lifetimes
in millions to tens of millions of years. Also, during this relatively short period, they do not
have time to migrate far away from their birth environment. This makes them represent the
present-day situation in a specific region of the Galaxy. Spectral type B main sequence stars
(2–16 M) have proved to be excellent tools for studying the present-day chemical composi-
tion of the Galaxy, in the solar vicinity, as well as at great distances. B stars have been used as
tracers of present-day cosmic abundances for decades. In 1942, the spectrum of a B-star was
compared with a theoretical spectra for the first time. This was done in by Unso¨ld (1942),
who studied the spectra of τ Sco. From that time onwards, several studies have targeted
nearby B-type main sequence stars with the methods of stellar spectroscopy with growing
complexity. Earlier studies (see overview by Morel 2009) showed the Solar neighbourhood
10
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to be rather heterogeneous (up to 0.5 dex) and indicated lower abundances than the Solar
standard. These studies were then revealed to be aﬄicted by systematic effects due to a poor
determination of the stellar parameters and to the assumptions in the abundance analysis (e.g
LTE model atmospheres and line formation calculations) (Przybilla et al. 2008; Simo´n-Dı´az
2010). The latest study by Nieva & Przybilla (2012) analysed 29 B stars with a thorough
and self-consistent analysis technique, and found the present-day Solar neighbourhood to be
homogeneous, with abundance fluctuations of less than 10% around the mean. Figure 1.1,
from their study, illustrates the improvement in the precision and accuracy in the determi-
nation of elemental abundances of B stars. The current Master’s project aims to investigate
this homogeneity with 17 low-rotating B-type stars, and high precision and accuracy meth-
ods, but conservative error estimation. A follow-up study of additional 80 low-rotating stars,
and ongoing study of fast-rotating stars (Cazorla et al. 2017), promises to provide an un-
precedented view of the present-day Solar neighbourhood. As massive stars are very bright,
they can be observed from large distances. Studies by Braganc¸a et al. (2015); Daflon &
Cunha (2004); Rolleston et al. (2000); Smartt et al. (2001) and Braganc¸a et al. (in prep.)
have targeted more distant B stars to determine the large-scale abundance gradients of the
present-day Milky Way. Although the current study used B-spectral type stars as the trac-
ers, the present-day Galactic abundance structures could also be studied through Cepheids.
These intermediate-mass stars (5–12 M) have turned off the main-sequence and are in the
instability phase. The pulsation period of these variables are linked to their luminosity, so
their distances can be determined accurately. The abundance structure of the Galaxy has
been studied extensively using Cepheids (Andrievsky et al. 2004; Luck & Lambert 2011, and
other articles in the series). However, the abundance values derived from Cepheids might be
affected by internal mixing, when CNO-material is being dredged up.
Generally, all young astronomical objects probe the present of the Milky Way, as old ob-
jects represent the past. Hence, all types of low mass main sequence stars, Solar-type stars
among them, are used in Galactic archaeology (e.g. Bensby et al. 2014; Bergemann et al. 2014;
Gilmore et al. 2012), to understand the past of the Milky Way. The chemical abundances of
the Sun have been determined with the highest accuracy and precision (Asplund et al. 2009),
being the closest star. These Solar values might not define chemistry of the current area
called “Solar neighbourhood”, as stars migrate considerable distances during their lifetimes.
The abundances of the Sun and Solar-type stars in the Solar vicinity can reveal the extent
of radial migration and chemical enrichment in the Galaxy, when compared to the present-
day Solar neighbourhood abundances (e.g. Spina et al. 2016). It has been suggested, that
the Sun has migrated from the inner Galactic disk, with the the most likely birth-place to
be between 4.4 < r < 7.7 kpc (Minchev et al. 2013). However, low-mass stars can only be
observed near the Solar vicinity, as they are with relatively low luminosities. After the main
sequence phase, stars move up on the luminosity scale on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram,
evolving to the red giant branch. Red giants are the probes of the past and the present, as
they represent stars with different ages and metallicities. Their high luminosity makes them
observable to large distances, and they are even brighter in the near-infrared than in the opti-
cal wavelengths, which makes them good objects for studies aimed towards the dust-obscured
parts of the Galaxy. Red giants have been used as tracers of Galaxy’s chemical and physical
structure in numerous studies, like Alves-Brito et al. (2010); Casagrande et al. (2016). Now,
the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE) has constructed a
database of high-resolution (R ∼ 22500) NIR spectra for over 105 mostly red giant branch,
11
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and other luminous post-main-sequence stars, across the Milky Way (Majewski et al. 2015).
This has led to a new wave of studies using red giant stars to map the chemo-dynamical
past of the Milky Way (e.g. Anders et al. 2017; Cunha et al. 2016; Ferna´ndez-Alvar et al.
2017). Estimation of exact ages of red giant stars is still an active research topic, as ages
of stars cannot be directly measured, and so are always model-dependent. Uncertainties in
age estimation are still about 25%–40% (Anders et al. 2017; Martig et al. 2016). Elemental
abundances in the Galaxy can be also traced back from ∼ 3 · 107 yr to 10 Gyr with studying
planetary nebulae (PNe), as their progenitors had masses of about 1–8 M (Stanghellini &
Haywood 2010). Attempts have been made to further divide studied PNe by their ages and
to determine separate abundances for each the epochs (Chiappini et al. 2009; Henry et al.
2010; Stanghellini & Haywood 2010).
Despite the tracer under study, the challenge has been to put the derived abundances into a
temporal and spatial map of the Galaxy. Position determination for the tracers is the reason
why one can talk about the stellar structures in the Milky Way. The ongoing European Space
Agency’s Gaia mission promises to bring clarity with providing “unprecedented positional and
radial velocity measurements with the accuracies needed to produce a stereoscopic and kine-
matic census of about one billion stars in our Galaxy and throughout the Local Group”2, with
it’s first data released in September 2016 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b; Lindegren et al.
2016). Gaia mission follows the ESA Hipparcos satellite (launched in 19893), that was the
first space mission dedicated to such measurements (Perryman et al. 1997; van Leeuwen 2007).
Probing the Galaxy has led to characterization of four major stellar structure components –
the bulge, the stellar halo, the thin, and the thick disk, which are distinguished by the ages,
metallicities and kinematic properties of its stars. The distinction between these different stel-
lar structure components comes from observations, but the knowledge about the formation
and evolution comes from modelling and simulations. Simplest Galactic models assume the
ejecta from dying stars are instantly mixed into the interstellar medium, from which a new
generation of stars is born, but advanced chemo-dynamical models (e.g Chiappini et al. 2001;
Minchev et al. 2013, 2015) try to treat the dynamics of gas, stars and dark matter, to find the
relations between the four structure components. At the same time when chemo-dynamical
models grow in sophistication, our understanding of the four structures based on observations
grows more complex, providing boundary conditions as well as new challenges for the models.
For example, observations have revealed a boxy/peanut-shaped bulge, with a complex stellar
population, which is now being mapped with increasing accuracy (Bensby et al. 2017; Portail
et al. 2015; Wegg et al. 2015). The stellar halo exhibits two sub-components – inner and
outer stellar halo, that show different spatial density profiles, stellar orbits and metallicities
(Carollo et al. 2007; Ferna´ndez-Alvar et al. 2017, and references therein). Additionally, recent
spectroscopic observations in the Milky Way suggest that the thick disk has a significantly
smaller scale-length than the thin disk (Bensby et al. 2011), which is not seen in other galaxies
(Minchev et al. 2015).
The importance of the observed present-day abundance structure in the Solar neighbourhood
is illustrated on Figure 1.2, where the oxygen gradient from the latest chemo-dynamical mod-
2http://sci.esa.int/gaia/
3https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/hipparcos
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Figure 1.2: Abundances of oxygen as a function of galactocentric distance. The blue dots
are the abundances from Cepheids (Andrievsky et al. 2004). The black squares represent the
mean values inside each distance bin with standard deviations. The red dashed line shows
the prediction of Minchev et al. (2013) model, normalized to the mean value of the Cepheids
at the galactocentric distance of the Sun. Figure is taken from Minchev et al. (2013).
elling (Minchev et al. 2013) is compared to the observed present-day abundance values from
Cepheids from Andrievsky et al. (2004). The prediction of the model itself is normalised to
the oxygen abundance value of Cepheids in the Solar vicinity. The Solar neighbourhood rep-
resents the area in the Galaxy, which can be studied with the highest precision and accuracy,
as the objects can be observed with high signal to noise ratio. This leads to highest quality
measurements of the stellar parameters and chemical abundances. The Solar neighbourhood
is not rigidly defined term, but varies from a few parsec to a few kiloparsec radius around the
Sun, depending on the study. Studies in the pre-Gaia era used astrometry from Hipparcos
mission, so this mission defined the reach of the “benchmark area” in the Milky Way. The
new Gaia mission promises more exact positions in the Solar neighbourhood, as well as to
extend the benchmark bubble. In this study, the Solar neighbourhood extends to 1.5 kpc
from the Sun.
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a short introduction to the properties
of B-type mains sequence stars and describes the underlying models and assumptions for
quantitative spectral analysis. Chapter 3 describes the observational data and Chapter 4 the
used methodology for analysing the dataset. Chapter 5 contains the results and discussion,
followed by a conclusion in Chapter 6.
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Properties of B-type stars
This Master’s thesis uses B-type main sequence stars to determine present-day cosmic abun-
dances in the Solar neighbourhood with the methods of stellar spectroscopy. Section 2.1
introduces the two chemical elements under study. In Section 2.2, the motivation for using B
spectral type stars as representatives of present day Galaxy environment is given. Following
sections give a short overview of how to decode a spectrum, using the stellar atmosphere and
spectral line formation theories. These two theories are connected and need to be handled
together. Detailed overview of the theory of stellar structure, and the nuances of stellar spec-
troscopy is beyond the scope of this work; for more details, see Gray (2005); Prialnik (2015)
and lecture notes from the School of Spectroscopic Data Analyses (Catanzaro 2014; Kuba´t
2014; Ryabchikova 2014, etc.) available online1.
2.1 Oxygen and silicon
Oxygen is the third most abundant element in the Universe, after hydrogen and helium. It
is an α-process element, that is produced when carbon combines with He:
12
6 C +
4
2 He→168 O + γ
Silicon is produced through oxygen burning, but is also an α-element:
16
8 O +
16
8 O→2814 Si +42 He
24
12Mg +
4
2 He→2814 Si + γ
They are synthesized in stars before the silicon fusing process, and during Type II supernovae
(Prialnik 2015). α-elements are important tracers of Galactic chemical evolution. For exam-
ple, [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] comparison reveals information about the star formation rate and the
initial mass function of the Galaxy, as seen on Figure 2.1. The knee in the [α/Fe] is caused
by the delay time for the onset of Type Ia supernovae. Before the formation of the knee,
core-collapse supernovae are the primary source of metals in the interstellar medium. After
the knee, Type Ia supernovae begin to contribute metals, but by enriching with the iron-peak
elements, so lowering the [α/Fe] ratio (McWilliam 1997).
1http://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-319-06956-2
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Figure 2.1: A scheme of the trend of α-element abundance with metallicity. Increased initial
mass function and star formation rate affect the trend in the indicated directions. Figure is
taken from McWilliam (1997).
Oxygen and silicon are the subjects of the thesis at hand, due to being good elements to build
the stellar parameter estimation around. Massive stars show many strong O i, O ii and O iii,
and Si ii, Si iii and Si iv lines in the optical spectra. As the methodology described in Chap-
ter 4 takes advantage of Si and O lines to derive most of the stellar atmospheric parameters,
it is convenient to start determining stellar abundances from these two elements before others.
2.2 Spectral type B main sequence stars
The classification of stars into O, B, A, F, G, K, M spectral types is based on behaviour of
spectral lines depending on the temperature of the star. B-stars are massive stars (2−16 M)
with surface temperatures 10000–30000 K. The spectral characteristics of B-type stars are
the weakening of He i lines and strengthening of Balmer lines with declining temperature.
These characteristics make B stars good tracers of present-day cosmic abundances of the
Galaxy for several reasons. First of all, in the terms of cosmic ages, B stars are born in
the “present-day” Milky Way. Because of their high mass and the τMS ∝ M (1−ν) relation
(ν ∼ 3.5− 4 for massive stars), the more massive B-type main sequence stars (from about 6
M) have short main sequence lifetimes: from a few millions to a few tens of millions years.
In comparison, the Sun, a low mass star, has been on the main sequence for 4.56 Gyr, and
the oldest stars are as old as the Galaxy itself. Secondly, B stars are situated still near their
birth environment, as they have not had time to migrate. Thirdly, B stars can be observed
to large distances with high signal-to-noise ratios. B-star are very luminous due to their high
temperatures (L ∝ T 4eff). This allows them to be used as tracers of large scale present-day
chemical abundance gradients, as well as of the small scale structures in the Solar vicinity.
Lastly, spectral type B main sequence stars keep the pristine abundances in their photosphere.
B-type stars, unlike the more massive O-type stars, or very low mass stars, do not have large
internal convective zones, that would dredge up the elements from deep inside the star. This
is an important characteristic, as dredge up would result in higher abundance values, which
would then be interpreted as the initial ISM abundances.
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2.3 Model atmospheres
This study used metal line-blanketed, NLTE, plane-parallel, hydrostatic model atmospheres.
The following Section describes these terms and gives the motivation of using them in the
context of spectral type B stars.
• Any star is balancing gravitational force with force from total pressure gradient at all
times, and so is in hydrostatic equilibrium.
dP
dx
= ρg , (2.1)
where g is gravitational acceleration, ρ is the gas density, P is the total pressure and x
in the geometrical depth.
• In a stellar atmosphere, the energy is carried by radiation, but not by convection or
conduction. Following, the total radial energy flux (Fν) travelling outward through the
atmosphere should be constant in time and direction in a plane-parallel atmosphere,
and the total energy flux is taken equal to the radiative flux through the atmosphere.
The star is in radiative equilibrium:
∫ ∞
0
Fν(τν)dν = σTeff (2.2)
• Line blanketing takes into account the effect of line formation on the atmospheric
structure. Spectral lines, in essence, are a signs of continuum energy redistribution. The
large number of spectral lines influences the temperature distribution of the atmosphere,
and so the spectral energy distribution. The effect of line opacity on the atmosphere is
complicated, but generally the continuum producing deep layers of the star are heated,
and the line forming regions cooled, when compared to a atmosphere in a line-free case.
The high opacity of line frequencies does not contribute much for the outward flow of
radiation. Thus, the temperature in these deeper layers must be higher compared to the
line-free case (“backwarming”), to preserve the radiative equilibrium (2.2). In higher
atmosphere layers, due to lower particle density, these frequencies become optically
thin and start contributing to the outward radiation flow, which results in “surface
cooling”. Line blanketing can be taken into account with Opacity Distribution Functions
(ODF), or Opacity Sampling (OS), which in essence are opacity maps for small frequency
intervals. See Carbon (1979, Ch. 2) for an overview of line blanketing effects and
handling.
• Plane-parallel atmosphere is a simplification where the physical properties depend on
the vertical depth of the atmosphere only, and is based on the fact that the atmosphere
of a B-type star is thin with respect to the radius of the star. This assumption reduces
computational needs greatly, but does not describe the turbulent motions in the stel-
lar atmosphere. To correct for this, two ad hoc parameters are created: micro- and
macroturbulent velocities, that are discussed in Section 2.4. This may change in the
future, as modern supercomputers already allow to calculate 3D hydrodynamic model
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atmospheres, e.g. the Stagger-grid – a comprehensive grid of 3D model atmospheres
for late-type stars (Magic et al. 2013, and other articles in the series). Luckily, the
photospheres of B-type stars are not affected by strong stellar winds, unlike O-type
stars, or by convection, unlike the cooler stars. Thus, B stars are well represented by
plane-parallel 1D-models.
• Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) approximation determines the behaviour of
atomic level population and can be used when collisional processes dominate over ra-
diative processes in the atmosphere. Then the ratio of the emission coefficient to the
absorption coefficient (the source function), can be described by the Planck function
and the velocities of particles follow the Maxwell distribution. Additionally, excitation
and ionization states follow the Saha-Boltzmann distribution, corresponding to local
values of temperature and gas pressure:
Nn,i
Nn,j
=
gi
gj
e−(Ei−Ej)/kT ) (2.3)
Nn+1
Nn
=
1
Ne
2gn+1
gn
[
2pimekT
h2
]3/2
e−(
En
kT ) (2.4)
where Nn and Nn+1 are the populations on the ground level of ionization stage n and n+
1; Nn,i and Nn,j populations of two levels of the same ionization stage; Ne is the electron
number density. Ei and Ej are the energy of the lower and upper levels of transition,
En is the ionization energy, gi = 2J + 1 is the statistical weight of level i (J is the total
angular momentum quantum number), me is the mass of electron, k is the Boltzmann
constant. However, kinetic equilibrium or non-LTE (NLTE) is more general than the
assumption of LTE, as there is no assumption made by the shape of the source function.
The radiation field distribution is determined from the solution of the radiative transfer
equation – source function is calculated from actual opacities and emissivities. LTE
approximation allows relatively simple and fast calculation of excitation and ionization
states, but for NLTE, these are calculated assuming statistical equilibrium (Equation
2.5), which include the non-local influence of radiation on level populations. In NLTE,
the particle velocities are still assumed to follow Maxwell distribution. The validity of
using the LTE approximation is determined by whether collisional or radiative processes
are dominant in the atmosphere. The atmospheres of B-type stars are dominated by
radiation processes, so NLTE handling of line formation and model atmospheres is
needed.
• Statistical equilibrium (Equation 2.5) assumes, that there is a balance between the
total number of transitions out and into atomic level i from other levels j, taking into
account the collisional (Cji) and radiative rate (Rji). Additionally, when assuming
global electrical neutrality in the atmosphere (Equation 2.6), electron density can be
determined. This is a charge conservation law that takes into account charge (Zi) from
all levels of all ions of all species.
Ni
∑
i 6=j
(Rij + Cij) = Nj
∑
j 6=i
(Rji + Cji) (2.5)
∑
i
NiZi −Ne = 0 (2.6)
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2.4 Line formation and line broadening
In stellar spectroscopy, the term model atom is used for a dataset of energy levels (or groups
of levels, so called superlevels), continuum transitions and line transitions for a specific atom
or ion.
A spectral line is created when an atom or an ion with certain properties absorbs a photon
with a certain wavelength in the stellar atmosphere, resulting in excitation of the atom/ion.
Excited atom/ion can then de-excite and emit a photon with some characteristic wavelength.
The amount and strength of spectral lines, as well as their position in the wavelength scale, is
determined by atmospheric and atomic properties, like the upper and lower level populations
for a transition, statistical weights of these levels, the probabilities of spontaneous emission
and absorption, and simulated emission of photons with certain frequency. In line forma-
tion calculations, LTE approximation could be used. However, many spectral lines in the
spectrum of B stars, silicon and oxygen lines among them, are found to deviate from their
LTE-calculated synthetic lines, so NLTE handling is needed (e.g. Przybilla et al. 2011).
The strength of the line is usually described by the equivalent width (Wλ), or by the reduced
equivalent width (log Wλλ ). Wλ is found by forming a rectangle with a height from the base of
the line to the continuum emission, and finding the width of the rectangle, that has an area
equal to the area of the spectral line.
In reality, the absorption line profile is a product of the central line absorption, and the
absorption profile. The latter is a convolution of different widening profiles (see comparison
of Gaussian, Lorentzian, Elliptical and Holtsmark profiles on Figure 2.2). Which profile is
more dominant in the convolution, is determined by the influence of spectral line broadening
agents listed below.
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Figure 2.2: Elliptical, Holtsmark, Gaussian and Lorentzian line profiles.
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Natural broadening
The lifetime of an excited state is limited by spontaneous de-excitation. This is governed by
a transition probability from upper to lower energy state per second per particle in upper
state. Excited states have a finite lifetime, but by the time–energy uncertainty principle,
short lifetime will have a large energy uncertainty. Each time excited state decays, the energy
they release is slightly different and thus spectral lines have a “natural” width, which follows
the Lorentzian profile.
Pressure broadening
Closeness of charged particles in the stellar atmosphere momentarily perturb the energy levels
of an atom through Coulomb interaction. The frequency of a bound-bound transition between
these perturbed levels is thus affected, with the energy change proportional to the surrounding
field strength. Neutral hydrogen has a permanent dipole moment, due to having only one
electron, so its energy levels can easily be perturbed with interactions with charged particles,
like protons and electrons. This is called linear Stark effect and is an important widening
parameter in hot stars, where excitement of hydrogen atoms becomes important. Hot stars
have very wide Balmer lines, as seen on Figure 2.3. Linear Stark broadening has a Lorenzian
or Holtsmark profile, depending on whether the perturber is an electron or a proton. For
lines other than neutral hydrogen and hydrogen-like atoms, quadratic Stark mechanism takes
effect. These atoms are broadened by short spatial extent collisions with electrons. The
broadening function is a Lorentzian.
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Figure 2.3: Hδ line in HIP36615 and Solar spectrum2.
Although linear and quadratic Stark broadening effects are the most important pressure-
caused widening mechanisms in hot stars, there are also others. Van der Waals effect affects
cool stars, because it has neutral hydrogen, which in cool stars has not been ionized yet,
that acts as the perturber for non-hydrogenic lines. Resonance broadening affects Solar-type
stars, and it arises from the interaction between neutral hydrogen atoms themselves. All
these widening effects happen due to collisions or close encounters of particles in a stellar
2Solar spectrum is taken from BASS2000 Solar Survey Archive: http://bass2000.obspm.fr/solar_spect.
php
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atmosphere. The more compressed the star is, the more effect the pressure broadening agents
have.
Doppler broadening
The along the line of sight motion of the radiating atom/ion produces a Doppler shift in the
observed photon. Photon is blueshifted when the particle moves upward in the stellar atmo-
sphere, and redshifted when downward. Doppler shift can be caused by thermal movements
and turbulence in the atmosphere, but also by rotational velocity of the star. The particle ve-
locities follow a Maxwell distribution and the thermal motions broaden the line in a manner,
that follows a Gaussian profile. When assuming time-independent plane-parallel geometry
of the stellar atmosphere, the turbulent motions are not taken into account. To make up
for the deficiency of the models, two parameters have been created: microturbulence and
macroturbulence. They are ad hoc parameters, assumed to have random nature and describe
microscopic scales and macroscopic scales, respectively. Microturbulence (ξ) is defined as an
addition to the thermal broadening:
∆νD =
ν0
c
√
2kT
m
+ ξ2 (2.7)
where ν0 is the central frequency, m is the mass of the particle. Macroturbulence (ζ) is added
by convolving the computed emergent intensity profile numerically by a Gaussian velocity
distribution component Θ(∆λ):
I(ν) = I
0
ν ∗Θ(∆λ) (2.8)
The rotation of the whole star also causes broadening of spectral lines. In B-type main
sequence star, this becomes very relevant. As we see the star in a certain angle respect to the
rotational axis, the lines are broadened by the projected rotational velocity v sin i, where i is
the inclination angle. This has an elliptical broadening profile. If the stellar surface would
be resolved, spectral lines observed from different points of the star would be either blue- or
redshifted. When observing stars as point-sources, the resulting effect is broadening in both
directions. Figure 2.4 shows He i 4388 A˚ line for two stars: HIP36615 (v sin i = 3 km s−1)
and HIP29121 (v sin i = 364 km s−1). Spectra of stars with high v sin i cannot be analysed,
as even strong lines like He i have broadened to the extent of blending in with the continuum.
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Figure 2.4: He i 4388 A˚ line in HIP36615 (v sin i = 3 km s−1) and HIP29121 (v sin i =
364 km s−1)
Resolution and instrumental profile
The spectrograph itself puts limits to measuring very narrow spectral lines, via the finite
resolution of the spectrograph and the instrumental profile. Resolving power3 is defined as:
R =
λ
∆λ
(2.9)
where ∆λ is the still resolved smallest wavelength interval (the resolution), from the Rayleigh
criterion of diffraction of light in the spectrograph, and λ is the actual wavelength. The
broadening mechanism coming from the finite resolution is the instrumental profile. The
instrumental profile is a Gaussian profile, with the full-width at half maximum (FWHM)
equal to ∆λ in perfect cases. The instrumental profile can be measured from the spectrum
of the telescope’s internal calibration lamp, as the spectral lines of the lamp are not affected
by other broadening agents than natural and instrumental broadening. The light from the
lamp has to travel through the spectrograph onto a CCD, during which it gets additional
broadening that is described by the instrument’s line profile. Usually, FWHM > ∆λ, as the
FWHM of the Gaussian also measures other broadening processes – from scattering within
optical elements to diffraction in optical edges. The FWHM can be thought of as the real
resolution of the spectrograph. The dependence of the FWHM with the wavelength can be
mapped when measuring lamp’s spectral lines across the spectral range of the instrument.
The following linear relations between the FWHM of the instrumental profile, and the central
wavelength of the line (λc), were used in the study at hand, determined by Braganc¸a et al.
(2012):
• If 3250A˚ < λc < 5000A˚ (MIKE, blue side):
FWHMinstr = 1.91× 10−5 × λc + 0.047 (2.10)
3Resolving power is often called “resolution”
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• If 5000A˚ ≤ λc < 9500A˚ (MIKE, red side):
FWHMinstr = 3.40× 10−5 × λc − 0.017 (2.11)
• FEROS spectrograph:
FWHMc = 2.095× 10−5 × λc − 0.001 (2.12)
These relations are illustrated on Figure 2.5. The resolution is lower for the longer
wavelengths.
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Figure 2.5: Instrumental profiles of MIKE and FEROS spectrographs
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3.1 Observations
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Figure 3.1: Projected postions of the sample stars (distances are from TGAS and Hipparcos
catalogues).
The spectra of 379 O9 to B4 main-sequence stars, selected from the Hipparcos catalog (van
Leeuwen 2007), were observed in January 8, 9 and April 8, 2007 with the MIKE spectrograph
at the Magellan Clay 6.5 m telescope on Las Campanas observatory in Chile. MIKE is a double
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echelle spectrograph – it reflects light into the blue and the red side of the spectrograph in
one exposure, each arm equipped with its own shutter and CCD. The spectrograph has a
wide wavelength coverage: 3350–5000 A˚ for the blue side and 4900–9500 A˚ for the red side.
The resolving power for the blue spectra is about R ∼ 55000 and 40000 for the red spectra,
taken with 0.7 arc second slit width (Bernstein et al. 2003). The stars in the sample are all
nearby and relatively bright (V ∼ 5–10). Figure 3.1 shows projected positions of these stars,
with Sun in the center and zero longitude pointing towards the Galactic centre. Exposure
times ranged from a few seconds to a few minutes, and the signal-to-noise ratios are of the
order of 100.
The methodology for determining the stellar parameters and elemental abundances for the
stars (described in the next chapter), was tested with three stars HIP37036, HIP38164 and
HIP42828. These stars have published stellar parameters and elemental abundances from
the study by Nieva & Przybilla (2012). HIP37036, HIP38164 and HIP42828 were observed
on the 30. December 2008, with the ESO/MPI 2.2 m telescope, equipped with the FEROS
spectrograph.
3.2 Low-rotational velocity sample
The study by Braganc¸a et al. (2012) determined v sin i, spectral type and the effective tem-
perature for 350 stars from the observed sample stars. They found that the majority of theses
stars have very high rotational velocities (up to 400 km s−1). As discussed in Section 2.4,
the high v sin i can broaden the spectral lines until they cannot be distinguished from the
continuum. This makes precise spectral analysis impossible. The Master’s thesis at hand
studied a low-rotational velocity (< 22 km s−1) sub-sample of this dataset, consisting of 17
stars observed in January 2007. These stars are marked with filled blue circles on Figure 3.1.
Stars in the observed dataset that have still sufficiently low v sin i and thus could be analysed
with same methods in the future, are marked with empty circles. The rest of the dataset is
marked with gray. The positions for the stars were taken from Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solu-
tion (TGAS) database (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a) and from the Hipparcos astrometric
catalogue (van Leeuwen 2007). Positions from two catalogues were used, because TGAS does
not provide positions for stars with G-magnitudes less than about 6 mag, as these stars are
too bright for Gaia observations (Lindegren et al. 2016). The spectra provided for this study
were already reduced and calibrated, with the exception of continuum normalisation.
Continuum normalisation
Careful continuum normalisation is important for two reasons. Firstly, MIKE is an echelle
spectrograph and this means, that all spectral regions (orders) have specific shapes (illus-
trated on Figure 3.2a). Secondly, the synthetic spectrum was normalised. Spectrograph’s
order shape cannot be mimicked when generating a synthetic spectrum.
As the dataset is large, quick differential normalisation methodology for echelle spectrum,
developed by Daflon, Hensberge and Braganc¸a (private communication, 2016), was used.
The routines in the normalisation methodology allowed to normalise all spectra taken on
one observing night simultaneously, but order-by-order (or one wavelength region at a time).
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IRAF1 routines and a python script was used for the tasks. The methodology is described
step-by-step below.
• The spectra was cut into 20 smaller wavelength regions, where the useful spectral lines
were situated (e.g as on Figure 3.2b). Smaller wavelength regions can be normalised
more easily than whole orders, as the the shape of the order can be complicated (Figure
3.2a). The specific spectral regions had the same length throughout stars.
• To normalise the spectra all at once, the continuum shape should be reduced to the same
count level for all stars. This is not true by default, as the exposure time, the luminosity
of the stars, and the distance to the stars vary. To reduce the spectra of stars to the
same intensity level, a reference star was used. Reference star was chosen among the
observed stars for each observation night: HIP53018 for 8th January and HIP34499 for
9th January. The other spectra, taken on the same night, was divided by the spectrum
of a reference star, wavelength region wise. The order shape is reduced for this step,
and a simple function for each spectra can be found with IRAF task continuum. Within
this task, spline3 function was used, with order 1 or 2. The found functions were close
to a straight line, as seen on Figure 3.2c.
• When spectra was divided by its according function, determined in the last step, all
spectra was reduced to the same intensity level as the reference spectrum. As the
function did not yet represent the order shape, the spectra had still its initial shape.
• The divided spectra of all stars was combined wavelength region wise to a mean spec-
trum (Figure 3.2d), using IRAF imcombine task. This mean spectrum represented the
general order shape and a normalisation function was found from it with IRAF task con-
tinuum. The original spectra were not radial velocity corrected, so the specific spectral
lines combine to one wide spectral line. Also, the different strengths of spectral lines
are averaged. This only affects the shape of the continuum, when the Stark-broadened
Balmer lines are combined (these wavelength regions are normalised later separately).
• The spectra of stars, that were reduced to the same intensity level before, was then
divided by the normalisation function found from the mean spectrum. The spectra was
thus normalised to unity (Figure 3.2e and 3.2f).
Fitting for the order shape can be complicated. The differential normalisation routines make
the normalisation of echelle spectra quick, as finding a order profile for a mean spectrum is
faster than finding it separately for all stars and orders. This is very beneficial when dealing
with tens to hundreds of stars. The quality of normalisation depends mostly on the length
of the wavelength region extracted from the orders, and the presence of wide Balmer lines.
As the spectral line analysis methodology in this study was based on line-to-line fitting, the
correct continuum level around each line was very important. The orders cover about 100–
200 A˚, but normalising a few tens of A˚ wavelength regions is easier, as the order shape is
then less complex. Balmer lines are so wide in the spectra of B-stars, it can be difficult to
estimate where the continuum ends and Balmer line wings start. However, these lines were
very important for the stellar parameter estimation, as they are sensitive to surface gravity.
1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is operated by the Associa-
tion of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science
Foundation.
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(d) Combined spectrum and the resulting nor-
malisation function.
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(e) Normalised spectrum
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(f) Normalised spectrum, zoomed in
Figure 3.2: Steps in the normalisation routine
For Balmer lines, IRAF task continuum alone was used, instead of bulk-normalisation routines.
During the analysis process later, a scale parameter was used to shift the continuum level of
the synthetic spectrum upwards or downwards to fit the normalised continuum level of the
observed spectrum perfectly.
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The observed spectrum was compared with a synthetic spectrum, based on model atmospheres
and model atoms, to analyse the shapes of spectral lines. Line-by-line χ2-fitting process of
silicon, oxygen and hydrogen lines was used with statistical methods for quantifying effective
temperature, projected rotational velocity, micro- and macroturbulence, surface gravity, Si
and O abundance. Although all the stellar parameters and elemental abundances should be
determined simultaneously, it is computationally difficult to keep many parameters free when
fitting a line. An iterative methodology was used instead, narrowing in on the best fitting
set of stellar parameters with each iteration. In the following sections, this methodology is
described in detail, as well as input models and initial parameter values are presented.
4.1 Model atomospheres
This study uses a grid of NLTE model atmospheres (described in Chapter 2.3), calculated
using the TLUSTY code (Hubeny & Lanz 1995). The grid covers 20 values of effective tem-
perature and with 13 values of surface gravity. The temperature ranges from 14000 K up
to 33000 K, in steps of 1000 K. Surface gravity varies from 3 dex to 4.5 dex in steps of
0.12 dex. The models were calculated with microturbulent velocity of 2 km s−1 and for six
chemical compositions. The stellar parameters can acquire other values than determined by a
certain model atmosphere, by interpolating between the model atmospheres in the grid when
calculating the synthetic spectrum. Although all model atmospheres were calculated with
a fixed microturbulent velocity, this spectral line widening parameter can be changed when
calculating the synthetic spectrum.
4.2 Atomic data
Model atoms were compiled by Daflon and Braganc¸a (private communication, 2016) from
various sources: model atoms for hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, and sulphur are published in
the TLUSTY homepage1; neon model atom has been updated by Cunha et al. (2006); models
for carbon, oxygen, and silicon have been updated by Daflon (private communication, 2016).
1http://nova.astro.umd.edu/Tlusty2002/tlusty-frames-data.html
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Correction of the log gf values
The log gf values and photoionization cross-sections were taken from TOPbase online atomic
database2. log gf is a combination of the statistical weight of the lower level (g) and the
oscillator strength (f) which is related to the atomic transition probability. Calculated log gf
values are often less reliable, than the laboratorial or astrophysical values, as there are many
simplifications and assumptions made to make quantum mechanical calculations for complex
atoms computable. The log gf value has a strong effect on the abundance determination. In
the weak line approximation (valid for lines that are not close to saturation), the strength of
the spectral line can be described by the following equation (Gray 2005, p. 389)
log
Wλ
λ
= logC + logA+ log gf − θexχ+ log λ− log κc (4.1)
Here, the logC describes the stellar parameters, logA is the abundance of the element, θexχ
is the excitation temperature (θex = 5040/T ) and the excitation potential for the lower level,
log λ is the wavelength and log κc is the continuum absorption. The uncertainties in log gf
calculation translate directly to errors in abundance determination.
While receiving the first abundance results from the sample stars, a large scatter in line-to-
line abundances was noticed. This large scatter was systematic in respect to different stars
and could not be reduced by fine-tuning the stellar parameters for each star. This scatter was
mainly caused by the uncertainties of the log gf values, but perhaps also from other systematic
errors in model atoms and model atmospheres. Using benchmark stars, with known stellar
parameters and elemental abundances, astrophysical log gf values can be determined using
Equation 4.1.
Table 4.1: Stellar parameters, Si and O abundances for three benchmark stars (Nieva &
Przybilla 2012)
star Teff v sin i ζ log g ξ A(Si)
3 σA(Si) A(O) σA(O)
(K) (km s−1) (km s−1) (dex) (km s−1) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex)
HIP42828 22900 11 20 3.6 5 7.52 0.12 8.79 0.08
HIP38164 31500 29 37 3.95 8 7.49 0.12 8.79 0.01
HIP37036 26300 14 20 4.15 3 7.53 0.06 8.76 0.09
This study used three stars: HIP37036, HIP38164 and HIP42828, studied previously by Nieva
& Przybilla (2012), as benchmark stars. Table 4.1 presents the effective temperature (Teff,
projected rotational velocity (v sin i), macroturbulent velocity (ζ), surface gravity (log g), mi-
croturbulent velocity (ξ), Si and O abundances of the benchmark stars. For each star, the
silicon and oxygen abundance values were found through the methodology (discussed later in
the Chapter), using the stellar parameters from Nieva & Przybilla (2012). Then, the abun-
dance value determined from a specific line was compared with the “real” abundance value
of the element of the star (from Nieva & Przybilla (2012)). The difference in the abundance
values (∆A) can be interpreted as the difference between the “real” log gf value and the
2http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/topbase/topbase.html
3notation A(X) = ε(X) = log(nX/nH) + 12 is used throughout this thesis
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Figure 4.1: The line-by-line differences between the abundance determined using TOPbase
log gf values, and the abundance from Nieva & Przybilla (2012) study, averaged over three
benchmark stars (blue markers), and for the benchmark stars separately (gray markers). For
better illustration, each spectral line is represented by a number, rather than its wavelength
(see Table B.1 and Table B.2 in Appendix B for specific silicon and oxygen lines).
calculated value. Following Equation 4.1:
logAreal ∝ − log gf(TOP ) −∆A (4.2)
When finding ∆A for the same line transition, but for the three calibration stars, a sys-
tematic offset was seen – ∆A was similar for the three stars. This is illustrated on Figure
4.1, where the offset (gray markers) is averaged over the two/three stars for each line (blue
markers). The zero line represents the “real” abundance, which corresponds to the silicon
and oxygen abundances of the calibration stars (different values for the three stars). The
abundance determined from a spectral line using the TOPbase log gf values, differed from the
expected abundance value even up to 0.5 dex. The TOPbase log gf values were turned into
astrophysical log gf values using this averaged ∆A, following the Equation 4.2. Appendix
B lists all log gf corrections and shows the spectral lines from the three benchmark stars.
For some spectral lines, only two stars could be used to average ∆A. Blends and lines that
were not seen in the spectra of the benchmark stars did not get corrections. Blending might
result in a contaminated abundance value and in wrong astrophysical log gf value, due to the
dependence on the atomic parameters of multiple spectral lines.
The benchmark stars were then re-analysed with the new log gf values, so acquiring new
stellar parameters and elemental abundances for these three stars. The comparison with
the literature values will be presented and discussed in Section 4.5. The log gf corrections
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greatly reduced the line-to-line scatter in abundance determination, as well as allowed better
stellar parameter determination. This is illustrated in Appendix C, where stellar parameter
determination for HIP34499 is shown. This star has the lowest silicon abundance, so it was an
interesting case to test the log gf correction on. Two cases are presented: stellar parameter
estimation with TOPbase log gf values and the corrected values. log g estimation from Balmer
lines is not shown, as only the log gf for Si and O lines were corrected. All stellar parameters,
except microturbulence velocity, had better estimations with the corrections. Microturbulence
was underestimated with the new log gf values, but this was accounted for with the more
conservative assigned error.
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4.3 Stellar parameter determination
Figure 4.2: Iterative methodology used to find the stellar parameters and elemental abun-
dances
The steps taken to determine stellar parameters and elemental abundances are shown on Fig-
ure 4.2. The methodology is based on routines described by Braganc¸a et al. (2015); Hunter
et al. (2005). Synthetic spectra was generated with the SYNSPEC software (Hubeny & Lanz
1995), which is a program for calculating the spectrum emergent from a given model atmo-
sphere, complemented by the program ROTINS, which calculates the rotational and instrumen-
tal convolutions for the spectrum produced by SYNSPEC. It is tied together by the graphical
interface SYNPLOT, which allows to perform interactive work with SYNSPEC and ROTINS. On
top of it all, ipython packages and scripts have been developed by Braganc¸a et al. (2015), to
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use with SYNPLOT, to accommodate the methodology. For each star in the analysis procedure,
an ipython script is created, that uses SYNPLOT and follows the methodology, with selected
silicon and oxygen lines. In the next Sections, details of the methodology are discussed.
Initial values
The methodology needs initial values for all the stellar parameters and elemental abundances
to start the analysing process. The initial values should be reasonably close to the true value
(e.g typical values for the B spectral type stars) for the methodology to work. Braganc¸a
et al. (2012) study on the same sample, determining photometric effective temperatures and
rotational velocities from He i lines, provided initial values for Teff and v sin i. Solar values
were used for the initial elemental abundances from Asplund et al. (2009); macroturbulence
was initially set to a semi-arbitrary value of 7 km s−1, microturbulence to 0 km s−1 and
surface gravity to 4.0 dex. In B-type stars, macroturbulence varies from star to star 0–
40 km s−1 (Nieva & Przybilla 2012). Microturbulence values should be around 0–4 km s−1
(Nieva & Przybilla 2010a) for main sequence B-star, or up to 8 km s−1 (Nieva & Przybilla
2012). Careful selection of the initial parameters leads to fewer iterations necessary to derive
the stellar parameters. See Section 4.6, for the comparison between the initial Teff and v sin i
values, and the values from this study.
Effective temperature
The ionization equilibrium of silicon and oxygen were used to determine the effective tem-
perature of the star. For each Si and O spectral line, a synthetic spectrum was calculated,
with other stellar parameters kept fixed, for three temperatures, initial temperature and ini-
tial temperature ± 1000 K, with elemental abundance left as a free parameter. Ionization
equilibrium means that different ionization stages of an element must result in the same abun-
dance value when varying value of effective temperature. Si ii/iii/iv lines and O i/ii/iii lines
were used to find the ionization equilibrium. An example of silicon ionization equilibrium
estimation for HIP36615 is shown on Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Example of the ionization equilibrium of silicon of sample star HIP36615
The equilibrium point for an element was determined by first finding the median and the
median absolute deviation of abundances for each ion (so called ionic abundances) of the
element, for all temperature values on the Tinitial±1000 K scale. Then, obtaining the weighed
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mean and the weighted standard deviation of the ionic abundances, with the weights being the
number of spectral lines in that ionization stage. Finally, the equilibrium point was defined
as the point where the weighted standard deviation of the ionic abundances was minimum.
The weighed mean of the temperature from oxygen and silicon ionization equilibrium was
taken as the true effective temperature, with the weight being the number of ionization stages
in oxygen and in silicon respectively. The dispersion around the two ionization equilibrium
was representing the error in the effective temperature. This error should be used with
caution – the dispersion for some of the stars was below 100 K, which is an unrealistic
estimation of a temperature uncertainty of a hot star, although it does show how well the
temperature estimates from two elements match. A more likely uncertainty is about 500 K
(e.g Simo´n-Dı´az 2010), chosen between the 1% uncertainty from the estimated Teff of Nieva &
Przybilla (2012), who used more independent estimators for temperature than this study, and
1000 K uncertainty of Hunter et al. (2005), who used only silicon ionization equilibrium. The
temperatures of the sample stars can vary from about 15000 K to over 30000 K, so the number
and the strength of silicon and oxygen lines vary from star to star. In some cases, oxygen
could not be used in determining the effective temperature, as only one of three ionization
stages was available. It was suggested by Nieva & Przybilla (2010b) to change the ionization
equilibrium elements according to temperature range of the star, switching between He i/ii,
C ii/iii/iv, O i/ii, Ne i/ii, Si ii/iii/iv and Fe ii/iii, but these changes were beyond the scope
of the current thesis work. For the lowest temperature star, HIP14898, one ionization stage
of both Si and O was available. In this case, the photometric temperature from Braganc¸a
et al. (2012) was used. The uncertainties of the photometric temperatures were estimated to
be around 2500 K (Braganc¸a et al. 2012). In Chapter 4.6, the photometric and spectroscopic
temperatures will be compared and uncertainties in the photometric effective temperatures
discussed further.
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Figure 4.4: Frequencies of projected rotational velocity values from silicon and oxygen line
fit for two sample stars.
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Although projected rotational velocities were already determined for this sample by Braganc¸a
et al. (2012), this parameter has been re-analysed, together with other stellar parameters, in a
consistent way. All useful silicon and oxygen lines were fitted by a synthetic spectra, keeping
the v sin i as a free parameter. The best-fitting v sin i from those lines were expected to follow
normal distribution with a mean value and standard deviation, as illustrated on as in Figure
4.4a. As the low rotational sample has some stars with v sin i = 0, the truncated normal
distribution was used near zero value (Figure 4.4b). It is suggested to use strong, well defined
oxygen and silicon lines for this task (Hunter et al. 2005). The methodology in this study
used all lines chosen for the analysis for a certain star. Only the weakest (below 5% of the
intensity) and strong blends were discarded. This introduced a larger scatter in the line
broadening determination, but also gave a statistical advantage, and allowed to determine
the Doppler broadening for stars, which did not show any strong, well defined oxygen and
silicon lines.
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of macroturbulent velocity values from silicon and oxygen line fit for
the calibration star HIP42828
Rotational velocity and macroturbulent velocity are both Doppler broadening parameters, but
with different broadening profile, so they should be treated separately. The macroturbulent
velocity was determined similarly to v sin i, by finding the best fitting macroturbulence values
for all useful silicon and oxygen lines, and expecting a normal distribution of these values.
This is illustrated on Figure 4.5, with the macroturbulence velocity value distribution for
HIP42828. The mean of the distribution defines the macroturbulent velocity for the star.
As described in Chapter 2, macroturbulent velocity is described by a Gaussian, and the
rotational velocity with an elliptical profile. The shapes of the wings of the metal spectral
lines distinguish between these two widening parameters. However, when there are no strong,
well defined oxygen and silicon lines, distinction between the two is difficult.
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Surface gravity
Balmer α, β, γ and δ line wings were fitted for log g value, keeping other atmospheric pa-
rameters fixed. Because hydrogen lines in the spectrum of B type stars are very wide, the
wings may have other spectral lines superposed. To get a clear sample, wavelength region
windows were defined by visual inspection, where other spectral lines did not contaminate
the fitting process. The mean of the log g values from different Balmer lines was taken as the
log g value for the star, with standard error describing the uncertainty. For some stars, Hα
showed systematically higher log g values. When this value was higher than one sigma of the
surface gravity estimation for all four lines, Hα estimation was discarded.
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Figure 4.6: Example of microturbulent estimation for oxygen in HIP42828
Spectral lines of the same element should result in the same abundance value, but can have
different equivalent widths, as can be understood from Equation 4.1. Microturbulence velocity
introduces a slope (a) to the combined Equation 4.1 for all lines of the same species:
log
Wλ
λ
∝ a · logA (4.3)
For each line, a synthetic spectrum was calculated for five microturbulence values, with other
stellar parameters fixed, and the abundance value as a free parameter. When arranging all
analysed lines of one ion on a log Wλλ vs. logA plots for these different microturbulent velocity
values, the linear relation should have a slope a of zero, as illustrated on Figure 4.6. This was
true at a certain microturbulence value, which was determined by interpolation between the
slopes determined for the five microturbulence value steps. In essence, the dependence of the
estimated abundance on the line strength was eliminated with correct microturbulence value.
This method relies on analysing spectral lines that vary in equivalent widths – from weak to
intermediate strengths. This methodology made use of Si iii and O ii lines for this. In lower
temperature B stars, the microturbulence was estimated from Si ii and O i lines, because
the higher ionization stages only showed weak spectral lines. The microturbulence for a star
was defined as the mean of the Si and O estimates, with standard deviation describing the
uncertainty. Weak lines alone are not sensitive to microturbulence. This is why, for some
stars, microturbulece could not be determined, as only weak and insensitive lines were present.
Then a microturbulence value ξ = 0 km s−1 was used, with more conservative 3 km s−1 as
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the uncertainty. This uncertainty was also used when the slope could not be fully reduced
(close to ξ = 0 km s−1 value), due to an uneven scatter in abundances.
Elemental abundances
If the iterative methodology (Figure 4.2) yielded a converged set of stellar parameters, ele-
mental abundances were determined. The parameters were considered converged, when all
previous methodology steps resulted in a well determined stellar parameters peak value, and
when none of the stellar parameters changed during a re-iteration. The number of iterations
depended on individual star, but was usually between 5–10, with each iteration lasting about
3–7 hours (depending on the number of used spectral lines). Then, the spectral lines were
fitted for an abundance value. Figure 4.7 illustrates the line-by-line abundance values for
silicon and oxygen for HIP36615. The median with the median absolute deviation described
the abundance value for that star. Additionally, random errors were estimated, as described
in Section 4.4. Analysing B spectral type stars is a time consuming process – finding stellar
parameters and elemental abundances for one star took from a few days to a week using this
methodology.
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Figure 4.7: Line-by-line abundances of Si and O for sample star HIP36615
Improvements in the methodology
The methodology was developed by Hunter et al. (2005), further improved and written into
an ipython package by Braganc¸a et al. (2015). Furthermore, the author of this Master’s
thesis contributed in improving and developing this methodology by:
• adding Hδ line to the log g estimation (in addition to Hα, Hβ, Hγ lines). This allows
for more accurate estimation of the surface gravity, specially when sigma-clipping the
Hα line out of the analysis.
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• correcting the microturbulence estimator, by substituting the equivalent width (Wλ) to
the reduced equivalent width (log Wλλ ) in the methodology. Reduced equivalent width
follows the weak line approximation equation (Equation 4.1), while pure equivalent
width does not.
• switching the microturbulence estimator for lower temperature B stars from O ii to O i
lines, and from Si iii to Si ii lines, where stronger spectral lines were present.
• adding truncated normal distribution option in the projected rotational velocity and
macroturbulence velocity estimation. Some stars in the sample do have these stellar
parameters close to zero. As there are no negative v sin i or ζ values, normal distribution
fails, but truncated normal distribution fits the peak better.
• including random error estimation. The uncertainties from stellar parameter estimation
are usually larger than the statistical uncertainties of the abundance analysis. However,
random errors are often neglected or not emphasised enough, and thus leaves an impres-
sion of higher precision of abundance analysis that it actually deserves. For example,
Nieva & Przybilla (2012) estimated the size of the random errors coming from stellar
parameters to be about 0.15 dex at maximum, with the majority being accurate to
within better than about 0.10 dex, but from one star in their sample. In the study
at hand, all sample stars went through a conservative random error estimation. It is
time-consuming, but necessary effort.
• subjecting the log gf values to an accuracy test, and correcting them using the three
benchmark stars, as described in Section 4.2.
4.4 Precision and accuracy of the methodology: systematic
and random errors
Stellar parameters represent an intertwined set of information, and the methodology described
above tries to de-tangle it. The possible systematic errors in quantitative stellar spectroscopy
of hot stars was well described by Przybilla et al. (2006) and Nieva & Przybilla (2010b). In
the following Section, the uncertainties in the methodology are listed and addressed.
Effective temperature from ionization equilibrium
Ionization equilibrium is considered a powerful tool, as the equilibrium point of three ioniza-
tion stages of an element constrains both log g and Teff simultaneously (Nieva & Przybilla
2010a). However, ionization equilibrium from only two ionization stages is sensitive to micro-
turbulence (see Figure 4.8) and can lead to too-low or too-high temperature. With the correct
microturbulence value, it would constrain only a combination of log g and Teff. Many of the
stars in the sample have only two ionization stages of silicon or oxygen available. However, this
study used Balmer lines to determine log g. An independent log g estimation made it possible
to constrain the correct Teff from two ionization stages of an element. Microturbulence was
estimated independently, from equivalent widths of Si and O lines. Additionally, ionization
stages of two elements – Si and O – were used. Using multiple estimators and independent
methods of other stellar parameters, reduced the risk of faulty temperature estimation.
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Figure 4.8: Effective temperature determination from silicon ionization equilibrium and the
effect of varying microturbulence. The figure is taken from Nieva & Przybilla (2010b).
Surface gravity from Balmer lines
Balmer lines are good indicators for the surface gravity of the stars, due to linear Stark broad-
ening effect. However, they are very sensitive to normalisation errors. Using one Balmer line
to estimate log g is not recommended. Hα, Hβ, Hγ and Hδ were used in the study at hand.
For some stars, Hα showed systematically higher log g values. When this value was higher
than one sigma, it was discarded. Hδ line is situated on the edge of a wavelength order of the
echelle spectrum, and depending on the width of the line, normalisation can be particularly
difficult. The continuum level could not be determined on the blue side of the line. This
normalisation error became apparent on visual inspection of the line, during the line-fitting
process. Nevertheless, minimum of three Balmer lines were always used to determine best
fitting log g.
Microturbulence
Microturbulence needs to be analysed from lines with different equivalent widths. It is bene-
ficial to cross-check the results using multiple elements, as this study did, specially when one
of the elements has fewer lines to measure microturbulence from. Ill-chosen microturbulence
can affect the effective temperature and surface gravity estimation, as illustrated on Figure
4.8. For low-temperature B-type stars (near 15000 K), microturbulence is estimated from
Si ii and O i lines instead of Si iii and O ii, as the later lines are too weak or missing. As
mentioned earlier, weak lines alone are not sensitive to microturbulence, and for some stars
microturbulece could not be determined. Then a microturbulence value ξ = 0 km s−1 was
used. This decision will be accounted for in the random error estimation, by varying the
microtrubulence by 3 km s−1.
Macroturbulence
Macroturbulence estimation is particularly important to slow-rotating objects, as these sample
stars are. When not taking into account macroturbulent velocity, the projected rotational
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velocities will be overestimated. An example is shown on Figure 4.9, where the pure rotational
profile yields v sin i = 13.3 km s−1, but v sin i = 0 km s−1 when macroturbulence profile is
taken into account. The fit of the line is better with the macroturbulence profile: if the spectral
lines are broadened by rotation alone, the line cores are slightly too broad and line wings are
insufficiently broad (Przybilla et al. 2006). The line broadening profiles were discussed in
Chapter 2.4.
Figure 4.9: Three spectral regions of η Leo. Upper case, observed (black) lines are fitted with
synthetic (red) spectrum generated ζ = 16.5 km s−1 and zero v sin i. The lower case is made
assuming a pure rotational profile with v sin i = 13.3 km s−1. Other stellar parameters are
the same. The figure is taken from Przybilla et al. (2006).
When there are no strong, well defined oxygen and silicon lines, distinction between the two
Doppler broadening agents can be difficult. In the study at hand, this resulted in a larger
deviation around the mean macroturbulence value, which was taken into account in random
error estimation. In some previous stellar abundance studies, macroturbulence was neglected
(e.g Simo´n-Dı´az 2010), or the lines were fitted for v sin i and ζ at once with a convolved profile
(e.g. Bensby et al. 2003).
Any systematic errors coming from stellar parameter estimations affecting the resulting abun-
dance values, should show on Figures 4.10a and 4.10b as a systematic pattern, but none is
seen. Additional systematic errors can come from model atoms and model atmospheres, but
are hard to quantify. However, many of these systematic errors are reduced by the astrophys-
ical log gf corrections.
Random errors from stellar parameter estimation
The methodology estimates stellar parameters and elemental abundances in a consistent way.
However, the uncertainties in the stellar parameter estimation do affect the estimation of final
elemental abundances. These random errors were estimated by varying stellar parameters
by their assigned error (standard deviation), and analysing the difference in the resulting
elemental abundances compared to the real elemental abundance (∆ε,param), in following
steps:
• varying the stellar parameter by ±σparam and determining the elemental abundances
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Figure 4.10: Abundance estimation vs. stellar parameters
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• calculating the difference between the resulting elemental abundance and the real ele-
mental abundance, ∆ε,param
• the maximum ∆ε,param from ±σparam estimation, was taken as the representative of the
random error for that parameter
• ∆ε,param were combined in quadrature:
σε,random =
√
∆2ε,Teff + ∆
2
ε,log g + ∆
2
ε,v sin i + ∆
2
ε,ζ + ∆
2
ε,ξ (4.4)
The original σTeff is the standard deviation of temperature estimations from oxygen and sili-
con ionization equilibrium, and can be as low as 25 K, when the oxygen and silicon ionization
equilibrium gives very close results. The more conservative, and also more realistic uncertainty
for the effective temperature is about 500 K. In random error estimation, σTeff = 500 K was
used when finding the effect of temperature estimation on resulting elemental abundances.
If photometric temperature were used (for HIP14898), σTeff = 2500 K. In normal cases,
the standard deviation was used to vary microturbulence. σξ = 3 km s
−1 was used to vary
microturbulence, when the parameter itself could not be well determined.
Combining these errors in quadrature assumes that the different stellar parameters are inde-
pendent. This is not so. Stellar parameters are intertwined in a complex manner and varying
one parameter not only changes the abundance, but other stellar parameters as well. For
example, in B stars hotter temperatures require larger gravities to fit spectra similarly well,
but the opposite is true in cooler stars (Schneider et al. 2017). Usually, the covariance of the
stellar parameters is ignored, due to the complexity of the relations, and errors are added in
quadrature (e.g. Simo´n-Dı´az 2010).
4.5 Common stars with other studies
This study has three stars in common with Nieva & Przybilla (2012) (NP2012) – HIP42828,
HIP38164, HIP37036, and one star with Simo´n-Dı´az (2010) and Nieva & Simo´n-Dı´az (2011)
(SD2010, NSD2011) – HIP25582. The first three stars were already used as benchmark stars
to determine astrophysical log gf values. Comparing stars with available literature values,
provides a good test for the current methodology.
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Table 4.2: Testing stellar parameters, Si and O abundances with literature values from Nieva
& Przybilla (2012), Simo´n-Dı´az (2010) Nieva & Simo´n-Dı´az (2011)
HIP Teff v sin i ζ log g ξ A(Si) A(O)
(K) (km s−1) (km s−1) (dex) (km s−1) (dex) (dex)
NP2012 42828 22900 11 20 3.60 5 7.52 8.79
± 300 ± 2 ± 1 ± 0.05 ± 1 ± 0.12 ± 0.08
This work 42828 22900 15 21 3.50 6 7.50 8.75
± 50 ± 3 ± 4 ± 0.10 ± 0 ± 0.00 (0.09) ± 0.05 (0.16)
NP2012 38164 31500 29 37 3.95 8 7.49 8.79
± 300 ± 4 ± 8 ± 0.05 ± 1 ± 0.12 ± 0.10
This work 38164 31500 25 35 3.85 9 7.65 8.85
±150 ± 8 ± 7 ± 0.09 ± 2 ± 0.05 (0.22) ± 0.05 (0.13)
NP2012 37036 26300 14 20 4.15 3 7.53 8.76
± 300 ± 2 ± 2 ± 0.05 ± 1 ± 0.06 ± 0.09
This work 37036 25600 8 20 4.02 1 7.55 8.75
± 25 ± 3 ± 3 ±0.08 ± 0 ± 0.05 (0.11) ± 0.05 (0.13)
SD2010 25822 18500 <12 – 4.0 204 7.48 8.79
± 500 – – ± 0.10 – ± 0.07 (0.13) ± 0.09 (0.13)
NSD2011 25582 19000 15 8 4.0 2 – –
± 300 ± 1 ± 1 ± 0.1 ± 1 – –
This work 25582 18400 14 11 3.95 0 7.38 8.75
±225 ± 2 ±4 ± 0.05 ± 3 ± 0.08 (0.16) ± 0.10 (0.19)
The comparison of stellar parameters and elemental abundances are presented in Table 4.2.
For the abundances of this work, the dispersion is given, as well as the random error in
brackets. NP2012 estimated the random error to be about 0.15 dex and SD2010 0.13 dex.
However, the error estimation should not be compared too closely, as different authors view
uncertainty estimation differently. Although the stars commons with NP2012 were used to
evaluate the true log gf values (with the elemental abundances and stellar parameters from
NP2012), those stars were then re-analysed with the current methodology. One does not
expect full agreement between results from different studies as well, as it is very difficult
to determine the discrepancies in stellar parameters and elemental abundances of individual
stars from different studies. Differences come from quality of the observational material,
the methodologies of stellar parameter determination, the choice of spectral lines, the input
atomic data, the computer codes and assumptions used for the modelling, etc. As seen
from Table 4.2, the afore-described methodology yielded stellar parameters and elemental
abundances, that are in good agreement with literature values. The only suspicious result
was the effective temperature of HIP37036, that differed by 700 K, when compared to the
literature value. However, its uncertainty is only the standard deviation of temperature
estimations from oxygen and silicon ionization equilibrium. The more conservative, but also
more realistic uncertainty for the effective temperature is more likely to be about 500 K
(discussed in Section 4.3). Then, the temperatures from two different studies agree within
errorbars. HIP25822 was first studied by SD2010, and then reviewed by NSD2011. However,
Nieva & Simo´n-Dı´az (2011) does not give Si and O abundances (but C, N, Ne, Mg, Fe) for
individual stars. In conclusion, the methodology used in this study gives agreeable results.
4Extra Gaussian-type broadening, to account for the microturbulence and maybe the macroturbulence
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4.6 Teff and v sin i comparison with the initial values
On Figure 4.11, the effective temperature and projected rotational velocities for this work,
and the ones determined by (Braganc¸a et al. 2012) are compared. As these stellar parameters
were used in initial conditions, the comparison is valuable.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between the Teff and v sin i derived in this study, and the values
derived by Braganc¸a et al. (2012). The solid line represents the locus of equal values.
Effective temperature
The effective temperatures from this study are mostly lower by up to a few 103 K, when
compared to the photometric effective temperature. This is shown on Figure 4.11, left. Many
of the error-bars of temperatures from this study are comparable to the size of the marker.
Braganc¸a et al. (2012) determined the photometric (using literature values of U, B and V
for each star) temperatures from a calibration of the classical reddening free parameter Q =
(U −B)−X · (B − V ), where X = E(U −B)/E(B − V ):
log Teff = 3.994− 0.267 ·Q+ 0.364 ·Q2 (4.5)
Although they have not assigned any uncertainties to the temperatures, they admit that:
“The estimated Teff values here are good for the purpose of a rough stellar characterization
of our sample and, in particular, these suffice for a solid derivation of v sin i values since the
grid of synthetic spectra used here has been computed for steps of 5000 K in Teff” (Braganc¸a
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et al. 2012). The temperatures differ on average by 1300 K. There seems to be a systematic
offset between the temperatures derived with the photometric techniques and the current
methodology. The nature of this offset needs more investigation.
Projected rotational velocity
The initial values for v sin i were determined by Braganc¸a et al. (2012) from measurements
of the FWHM of three He i lines at 4026 A˚, 4388 A˚, and 4471 A˚. The measured FWHM was
converted to v sin i by interpolating in the grid of synthetic FWHM of He i lines. However, the
macroturbulent velocity was kept as zero in the calculation of the synthetic profiles. When
comparing these v sin i values with the ones from the study at hand, large differences are seen
(Figure 4.11, right). There are multiple reasons for this – the methodology in the current
study used many metal lines to assess v sin i, took into account micro- and macroturbulence
broadening, and assessed all stellar parameters simultaneously in a consistent way. This has
to also be kept in mind, when comparing the error-bars from both studies. It can be said,
however, that the projected rotational velocity values from Braganc¸a et al. (2012) are still
good rough estimates, as the projected rotational velocities in B-type main sequence stars
can vary up to 400 km s−1.
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Results & discussion
This Master’s thesis aimed to map the present-day silicon and oxygen abundance structure
of the Solar neighbourhood. The number of stars, observed for this purpose, is close to
400. However, the stars in the full dataset exhibit large rotational velocities – characteristic,
that is common to massive main sequence stars. Thus, this Master’s project took under
study the lower projected velocity (< 22km s−1) stars in the full dataset. Stellar parameters
for these stars have not been determined in a consistent way before, with the exception
of photometric effective temperatures and projected rotational velocities (Braganc¸a et al.
2012). The effective temperature, surface gravity, projected rotational velocity, micro- and
macroturbulence velocity were found for each star, together with Si and O abundance values.
In the following sections, the results for 17 stars are presented, the cosmic abundance standard
is reviewed, and the silicon and oxygen abundance values are put onto a spatial map of the
Solar neighbourhood.
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5.1 Stellar parameters, and Si and O abundances for 17 stars
Table 5.1: Silicon and oxygen abundance values with assigned errors
HIP A(Si) σA(Si),MAD σA(Si),r # A(O) σA(O),MAD σA(O),r #
42828 7.50 0.00 0.09 13 8.75 0.05 0.16 25
38164 7.65 0.05 0.22 7 8.85 0.05 0.13 20
37036 7.55 0.05 0.11 12 8.75 0.05 0.13 30
29417 7.35 0.05 0.18 7 8.78 0.08 0.11 20
366151 7.52 0.07 0.12 11 8.65 0.05 0.07 24
34325 7.35 0.08 0.24 9 8.65 0.05 0.13 22
148982 7.70 0.20 0.54 5 8.85 0.05 0.25 7
50067 7.35 0.10 0.07 9 8.70 0.10 0.11 16
395401 7.40 0.05 0.10 8 8.70 0.05 0.04 26
42357 7.50 0.05 0.19 6 8.65 0.05 0.07 7
33611 7.30 0.10 0.23 7 8.75 0.10 0.08 21
29678 7.48 0.07 0.13 11 8.78 0.03 0.11 32
25582 7.38 0.08 0.16 8 8.75 0.10 0.19 11
39774 7.30 0.05 0.19 5 8.65 0.10 0.15 7
46760 7.40 0.10 0.13 10 8.70 0.10 0.14 26
29127 7.38 0.08 0.06 10 8.75 0.05 0.12 21
34499 7.18 0.07 0.12 8 8.65 0.08 0.17 18
1 Negative Hipparcos parallax
2 Photometric temperature
Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 present the main results of this Master’s project – the oxygen and
silicon abundances for 17 nearby B-type main sequence stars. In this study, the stellar elemen-
tal abundance was defined as the median of the line-by-line abundance values. Uncertainties
represent the line-to-line abundance scatter (the median absolute deviation, σMAD, that is
more resilient to outliers), and the random errors coming from stellar parameter estimation
(σr), given separately in the table, but combined in quadrature on the figure. Although
both the Table 5.1 and the Figure 5.1 present abundance values for HIP39540 and HIP36615,
their position in the Solar neighbourhood was not confirmed (they have negative Hipparcos
parallaxes). Figure 5.1 shows the average oxygen and silicon abundances of the Solar neigh-
bourhood from this study (calculated without HIP39540 and HIP36615), and the cosmic
abundance standard (CAS) from Nieva & Przybilla (2012). Stellar parameters derived for
the stars are presented in Table A.1. Distances in Table A.1 are from van Leeuwen (2007)
or TGAS (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b) catalogues. The useful Si and O lines, with the
determined abundances, for each star are shown in Table D.1.
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Figure 5.1: Si and O abundances of the stars in the Solar neighbourhood. The error-bar
represents the statistical 1σMAD combined with the random error 1σr. Mean abundances
from this study are compared with the cosmic abundance standard (CAS) from Nieva &
Przybilla (2012). Stars without distance estimation are marked with empty symbols.
5.2 Abundance structure of the Solar neighbourhood
Figure 5.2 shows silicon and oxygen abundance for individual stars on a spatial map of the
Solar neighbourhood. Note, that the positions of stars are projected onto the zero-latitude
plane. As young stars have small velocity dispersion in both radial and height-from-plane
direction, the projected distance from Sun on Figure 5.2 is approximately the same as the
true distance. Figure 5.2 does not reveal any obvious structural differences in the area, other
than the two more distant stars with lower abundances. However, the stellar sample is yet
too small to draw conclusions. The mean abundance values of the 1.25 kpc radius Solar
neighbourhood are:
• A(Si) = 7.42± 0.13 dex, or 27± 10 Si atoms per 106 H nuclei
• A(O) = 8.73± 0.06 dex, or 537± 85 O atoms per 106 H nuclei
The values are computed from median abundances of stars (of equal weights), the uncertainties
presented here are the standard deviation of the mean. The silicon abundance has a standard
deviation of 0.13 dex, and oxygen 0.06 dex, what translates into 37% and 16% around the
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Figure 5.2: Si and O abundance structure in the Solar neighbourhood
mean (of the the absolute abundance values). Due to turbulent mixing of the ISM, via factors
like stellar winds, supernova shocks, magnetic fields and density variations of the gas, the
ISM is expected to be chemically homogeneous (Nieva & Przybilla 2012). However, the area
around the Solar neighbourhood, where these stars are situated (between 180◦ < l < 315◦,
d < 1.25 kpc), cannot be considered homogeneous to less than 10% fluctuations from the
results of this study. This contradicts the previous findings at first glance. It is important to
point out, that previous studies analysed stars, that are closer than 0.5 kpc. 7 stars from the
analysed sample are closer than 0.5 kpc. The abundances of these stars vary 16% and 9% for
Si and O respectively. Oxygen shows more homogeneity than silicon, but silicon abundances
are based on fewer lines, and it are more sensitive to random errors.
5.3 Cosmic abundance standard reviewed
As B-type main sequence stars are good representatives of present-day abundance values in
the Milky Way, the derived mean value for the Solar neighbourhood is useful in many ways.
It can be used as an abundance standard. The study by Nieva & Przybilla (2012) analysed
29 B-type main sequence stars, from high-resolution and high-S/N FOCES, FEROS and ELODIE
observations, to define cosmic abundance standard (CAS), an alternative to Solar abundance
standard1. It is based on a statistically significant number of stars, instead of one, as with the
1CAS was first proposed and defined by Przybilla et al. (2008), with abundances from six stars
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Solar standard. Nieva & Przybilla (2012) methodology was similar to the methodology used
here: line-profile fitting and an iterative analysis methodology to constrain stellar parameters
and elemental abundances simultaneously, although they used more independent indicators
for effective temperature and surface gravity. On the other hand, they used a hybrid-LTE
approach – LTE model atmospheres and mostly NLTE line formation calculations, in com-
parison to the superior full-NLTE approach here. The study at hand has confirmed the CAS
derived by Nieva & Przybilla (2012) for oxygen and silicon within error-bars. This is illus-
trated also on Figure 5.1, where the mean of the Solar neighbourhood from this study, and
the CAS overlap within uncertainties (the shaded area shows the 1σ of the mean of the Solar
neighbourhood).
However, the stars in our sample have on average smaller abundance values and are more het-
erogeneous, than the stars from Nieva & Przybilla (2012) study. This is revealed more, when
(for the sake of consistency) excluding HIP14898, due to the used photometric temperature.
Then the resulting average abundances are A(Si) = 7.41±0.12 dex and A(O) = 8.72±0.06 dex.
Additionally, when accounting only the 7 stars in the 0.5 radius around the Sun, the silicon
abundance is even lower: A(Si) = 7.39±0.06 dex and A(O) = 8.73±0.04 dex. The comparison
of the common stars in the study (in Chapter 4.5) does not reveal any systematic differences
in abundances. Systematic effects coming from stellar parameters, influencing abundances,
were not detected (see Figures 4.10b and 4.10a). Either this is an unknown systematic offset
from the of the methodology (of either study), or these stars are truly lower in abundances.
Differences can arise from the full-NLTE handling, model atoms, or the log gf calibration of
the current study. This offset needs further study. Perhaps the nature of this offset will be
revealed when more stars are analysed with the current methodology. Future prospect of this
project, started in the frame of this Master’s thesis, is to analyse more stars from the full
dataset, observed with MIKE in 2007, with same analysis methodology, to map the Si, O, and
other elements in the Solar neighbourhood further.
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5.4 Comparison with other studies
Table 5.2: Present-day oxygen and silicon abundance values in the Solar neighbourhood
compared with literature values
Author A(Si) A(O) Object radius
dex dex kpc
This study 7.42± 0.13 8.73± 0.06 17 B-stars 1.25
NP2012a 7.50± 0.05 8.76± 0.05 29 B-stars 0.5
NSD2011b 7.50± 0.06 8.77± 0.10 13 B-stars in Ori OB1 0.4
SD2010c 7.51± 0.03 8.73± 0.04 13 B-stars in Ori OB1 0.4
M2009d 7.20 8.60 150–200 OB stars 1
SDS2011e 6.50± 0.25 (CEL) 8.52± 0.01 (CEL), HII in Ori OB1 0.4
SDS2011e – 8.65± 0.03 (RL) HII in Ori OB1 0.4
SM2001f 7.60± 0.14 8.65± 0.15 young F & G stars 1.5
C2004g& C2006h 6.35± 0.05 8.54± 0.02 ISM 0.8
A2003i – 8.61± 0.014 ISM 2.6
S2012j – 8.79± 0.12 46 Cepheids 0.5
RDI2011k – 8.52 (CEL), 8.80 (RL) HII 1.7
RDI2011k – 8.70 (CEL), 8.98 (RL) PNe 1.7
A2009l 7.51± 0.03 8.69± 0.05 Sun 0
a CAS, Nieva & Przybilla (2012);
b Nieva & Simo´n-Dı´az (2011), review of SD2010 sample
c Simo´n-Dı´az (2010)
d Morel (2009), literature review
e Simo´n-Dı´az & Stasin´ska (2011)
CEL – collisionally excited lines, RL – recombination lines
f Sofia & Meyer (2001)
g Cartledge et al. (2004)
h Cartledge et al. (2006)
i Andre´ et al. (2003)
j Stasin´ska et al. (2012)
k Rodr´ıguez & Delgado-Inglada (2011),
l Asplund et al. (2009)
The average elemental abundances of the Solar neighbourhood can be compared with present-
day values derived from HII regions, the ISM and Cepheids, as well as other types of tracers.
Table 5.2 shows results from different studies for different objects. There are a few important
points to notice. Firstly, the present-day silicon and oxygen values for the Solar neighbour-
hood, derived from B-main sequence stars in previous studies (excluding M2009), are in
agreement, although different stellar samples are used (with small overlaps). This does point
to homogeneity of the Solar neighbourhood. However, the mean silicon abundance from the
current study is lower, when compared to the mean values found by Nieva & Przybilla (2012),
(Nieva & Przybilla 2010b) and Simo´n-Dı´az (2010), by 0.08, 0.08 and 0.09 dex respectively.
For oxygen, the differences are small – 0.03, 0.04 (lower) and 0.00 dex respectively. As men-
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tioned earlier, this was not caused by including more distant stars in the dataset, and the
cause needs further study. Nevertheless, when accounting the error-bars, the results agree.
Therefore, these values are good anchor points for Galactic chemo-dynamical evolution mod-
els and when studying large scale Si and O abundance gradients in the Galactic disk. It is
important to note, that Table 5.2 shows only results from the latest individual studies with
B-type stars. Earlier studies showed a large scatter (up to 0.5 dex) in the derived abundances
and indicated lower mean abundances than the Solar values (Stasin´ska et al. 2012). This was
also illustrated in Figure 1.1 in the Introduction of this thesis. Morel (2009) (M2009) collected
literature abundance values for 150–200 OB stars in a 1 kpc radius Solar neighbourhood2.
The reason for the large scatter and suspicious mean abundance, was revealed in the later
studies – systematic effects due to a bad determination of the stellar parameters and/or to
the assumptions in the abundance analysis. See Morel (2009); Nieva & Przybilla (2010b);
Stasin´ska et al. (2012) for further discussion.
Oxygen abundance derived from local Cepheids agrees with the oxygen abundance from B-
type stars, within error-bars. Oxygen abundance derived from B stars is somewhat lower
(0.06 dex) than from Cepheids. However, the abundance values derived from Cepheids might
be affected by internal mixing, when CNO-material is being dredged up (Luck & Lambert
2011; Stasin´ska et al. 2012).
The gas-phase abundances in the HII regions and ISM, represent the true present-day situation
in the Galaxy. However, elemental abundances of the gas-phase are lower than abundances
bound in young stars, because of depletion onto dust grains (Nieva & Przybilla 2012). Ad-
ditionally, depending on the method used to derive the abundances in them (collisionally
excited lines – CEL, or recombination lines – RL), the outcome is very different, as seen from
Table 5.2. Simo´n-Dı´az & Stasin´ska (2011) estimated the amount of oxygen trapped in dust
grains for several scenarios of dust formation and found that the oxygen HII region abundance
based on recombination lines agrees better with the abundances from B-type stars than the
one derived from the collisionally excited lines. The same is seen from the study by Rodr´ıguez
& Delgado-Inglada (2011). Hence, the abundance values from HII regions and from diffuse
ISM cannot be compared without knowing exact dust depletion mechanisms. However, abun-
dances from B-type stars can provide a depletion-free abundance reference value for dust
models.
Young (< 2 Gyr) F and G stars show abundances, that agree within error-bars with the
abundances from B-type stars or Cepheids. These stars were considered good present-day
abundance represents (Sofia & Meyer 2001). However, these stars can be still older, than
the more massive B stars. Assumption that these stars are present-day tracers, relies on age
estimation.
8 planetary nebulae (PNe), with ages around 4–6 Gyr, studied by Rodr´ıguez & Delgado-
Inglada (2011) show larger abundances than the HII regions of the same study, or B stars
of the current study, when analysed through recombination lines. Collisionally excited lines
give abundances that agree with the present-day oxygen abundance derived from B stars in
2List of collected individual studies concluded are available from: http://www.astro.ulg.ac.be/~morel/
liege_colloquium.pdf
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the study at hand. PNe and B-star abundances are not really comparable for several reasons.
Firstly, similarly to HII regions, PNe have ongoing dust depletion. Secondly, abundances
derived from the planetary nebulae can also be affected by internal mixing during the progen-
itor’s evolution. Lastly, PNe are older objects, so the differences in abundances could arise
from stellar migration from the inner parts of the Galaxy.
5.5 Comparison with Solar abundances
From Galactic chemical evolution, one would expect the Solar oxygen and silicon abundances
to be lower than that in these young objects, as the Sun is a 4.56 Gyr old star. On average
in Solar neighbourhood, B stars have 0.09 dex smaller abundance for silicon, and 0.04 dex
higher abundance for oxygen, although the differences are within error-bars. Previous studies
derived abundances that match with Solar values. If the Sun was formed at the present loca-
tion, the gas in the vicinity would have been enriched in metal content over the past 4.56 Gyrs
as predicted by the chemo-dynamical evolution models for the present Solar vicinity, and the
present-day stars would be more metal-rich. The chemical enrichment of the local ISM has
been suggested to be small, ∼0.1 dex, during this past 4.56 Gyr Chiappini et al. (2003). This
would suggest a 7.60 dex silicon abundance, and a 8.80 dex oxygen abundance in the young
stars, which is not observed. This disparity indicates, that the Sun has migrated during its
lifetime, which is not surprising – Sun has been gaining velocity dispersion during its close
encounters with GMC during its lifetime. Newer models (e.g. Minchev et al. 2013) take chem-
ical enrichment and stellar migration into account, and suggest that Sun has migrated from
the inner Galactic disk. Minchev et al. (2013) found the most likely birth-place to be between
4.4 < r < 7.7 kpc, with the highest probability ∼5.6 kpc. The inside-out formation model
has support from observations – many studies have found present day elemental abundance
gradients in the Galactic disk, with abundance values decreasing outwards with radius from
the Galactic centre (Daflon & Cunha 2004; Rolleston et al. 2000; Smartt et al. 2001).
5.6 Local chemical abundance values in the context of large
scale gradients
The mean abundance values of the Solar vicinity provide necessary boundary conditions for
the chemo-dynamical Galaxy evolution models, but they can also be used as a reality-check for
the observed large-scale abundance gradients. Abundance gradients are commonly observed
in all galaxies, with the metallicities decreasing outward from the galactic centers (Daflon &
Cunha 2004). Gradients give vital clues about the evolution of the Milky Way – the disks
are believed to form inside-out (Minchev et al. 2013). The present-day abundances derived
from observations of tracers at large distances, are more uncertain. The quality of observed
spectra goes down with distance, and the distance determination itself is a major problem.
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Figure 5.3: Oxygen abundance gradients determined by Daflon & Cunha (2004); Gummers-
bach et al. (1998); Rolleston et al. (2000) (DC04, G98, R00 respectively) from the analysis
of B-type stars. Solar abundance (AGS09) from Asplund et al. (2009). Figure is taken from
Stasin´ska et al. (2012).
The present-day abundance gradients have been determined in numerous studies (Andrievsky
et al. 2004; Braganc¸a et al. 2015; Daflon & Cunha 2004; Gummersbach et al. 1998; Rolleston
et al. 2000; Smartt et al. 2001), but have stayed rather uncertain, due to non-consistent
spectral analysis and small samples. Some examples of the determined gradients are shown
on Figure 5.3. There seems to be no consensus between the different determinations (even
in the abundance in the Solar neighbourhood). The study by Braganc¸a et al. (in prep.)
should bring new views to the matter, from analysing 136 outer disk B stars with the same
methodology, than the current Master’s thesis (Braganc¸a et al. 2015).
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Conclusions
The story of the formation and evolution of the Milky Way galaxy is written into the chem-
ical and kinematic properties of stars and gas within. Thus, large scale chemical abundance
gradients in the Galaxy, small-scale abundance structures, and the mean chemical abundance
values in the Solar vicinity, are important constraints to chemical evolution and galaxy for-
mation models. The Master’s thesis at hand aimed to map the present-day silicon and oxygen
abundance structure of the Solar neighbourhood (extending to 1.5 kpc from the Sun), by de-
termining the stellar atmospheric parameters, and Si and O abundances using high-resolution
spectra of B spectral type main sequence stars, observed with the MIKE high-resolution spec-
trograph on the Magellan 6.5-m telescope on Las Campanas in Chile in 2007. While the
observed dataset is large, with close to 400 stars, this study analysed only the low-rotational
velocity (< 22 km s−1) sub-sample of 17 stars. The current study used line-profile fitting of
hydrogen, silicon and oxygen lines, based on grid of NLTE line-blanketed model atmospheres
and NLTE line formation calculations. An iterative analysis methodology was used to con-
strain stellar parameters (effective temperature, surface gravity, projected rotational velocity,
micro- and macroturbulent velocity), and silicon and oxygen abundances in a consistent way.
The methodology is time-consuming, but rewarding.
The resulting weighed average silicon and oxygen abundance values of the Solar neighbour-
hood are A(Si) = 7.42± 0.13 dex and A(O) = 8.73± 0.06 dex. These values agree with the
cosmic abundance standard defined by Nieva & Przybilla (2012), within error-bars. However,
the stars in our sample have on average smaller abundance values and are more heteroge-
neous, than the stars from Nieva & Przybilla (2012) study. Silicon abundance is 0.08 dex,
and oxygen 0.03 dex lower, than the cosmic abundance standard. The silicon abundance has
a deviation of 0.13 dex, and oxygen by 0.06 dex, what translates into 37% and 16% around
the mean (of the the absolute abundance values). Nieva & Przybilla (2012) found the Solar
neighbourhood, in a 0.5 kpc radius to be chemically homogeneous, with fluctuations less than
10% around the mean. 7 stars of the current study are situated within that radius. The
abundances of these stars vary 16% and 9% for Si and O respectively. Mapping the Si and O
abundances around the Solar neighbourhood did not reveal any obvious structures.
Although B stars are good present-day Galactic abundance tracers, they are difficult stars to
analyse. For example, the wide Balmer lines are good indicators of surface gravity, but they
are very sensitive to normalisation problems. Differences between results from independent
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studies can arise from the used model atmospheres, model atoms, atomic data, quality of
observed spectra, choice of spectral lines, and the overall methodology. In the study at hand,
many steps were taken to ensure a realistic view of the abundances in the stars in the Solar
vicinity. The log gf values were put to the test, and were corrected using benchmark stars.
The derived Si and O abundances went through a test of systematic uncertainties coming
from stellar parameter estimation – none were found. Additionally, thorough and conserva-
tive random error estimation was done.
With this Master’s thesis, detailed mapping of the present-day Si and O abundances in the
Solar neighbourhood has begun. The sample size was arguably small, due to the time-
consuming nature of the analysing process. However, the large observational dataset and the
tested methodology leaves room for a follow-up study. In the future, other low-rotational
velocity sub-sample stars will be analysed, up to a v sin i ' 80km s−1 limit. This would
amount to about 100 stars. This, combined with Gaia DR2 positions and chemical abundances
for the fast rotating B-type stars in the Solar vicinity (Cazorla et al. 2017), would provide
unprecedented view of the present-day Solar neighbourhood, with statistically meaningful
cosmic abundance standard and the understanding of the scale of chemical homogeneity in
the area.
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Appendix A
Stellar parameters
Table A.1: Stellar parameter results. Distances (d) and distance errors derr are from
Hipparcos or TGAS catalogues.
HIP d ed Teff σTeff v sin i σv sin i ζ σζ log g σlog g ξ σξ
kpc kpc K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 dex dex km s−1 km s−1
42828 0.24 0.01 22900 50 15 3 21 3 3.50 0.10 6 0
38164 0.51 0.08 31500 150 25 8 35 7 3.85 0.09 9 2
37036 0.52 0.09 25600 25 8 3 20 3 4.02 0.08 1 0
29417 0.37 0.04 19500 225 3 3 6 3 3.74 0.22 0 0
36615 – – 25500 25 3 4 4 5 3.70 0.12 1 0
343251 1.05 0.53 27500 500 12 3 6 6 4.06 0.18 2 0
14898 1.10 1.68 14610 2500 13 1 5 3 3.78 0.13 2 3
50067 0.29 0.02 17000 125 4 3 0 5 3.65 0.05 0 0
39540 – – 28700 500 2 3 2 3 4.06 0.11 3 1
423571 0.69 0.20 15100 75 8 2 0 6 4.04 0.17 0 3
336111 0.65 0.23 20100 50 4 3 7 3 3.77 0.03 0 3
29678 0.37 0.07 25700 250 7 2 0 5 4.08 0.08 0 3
39774 0.39 0.05 18300 225 25 2 0 8 4.07 0.03 0 3
467601 0.68 0.15 22900 275 10 3 9 4 3.93 0.06 0 3
291271 0.43 2.0 24900 100 20 2 19 4 3.95 0.09 0 0
25582 0.40 0.11 18400 225 14 2 11 4 3.95 0.05 0 3
344991 1.25 0.79 21400 300 13 3 10 5 3.95 0.04 0 3
1 TGAS distances
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Appendix B
log gf values, and used Si and O
line profiles
Table B.1: Silicon spectral lines and log gf values. First and second column show the silicon
ion and its wavelength. Third and fourth column show the old TOPbase and the corrected
log gf values. Fifth and sixt column show the correction and the stars used for the correction.
Last column gives the number designeted to the spectral line on Table 4.1 or a comment.
Ion λ log gfTB log gfastro ∆A stars comment/
(A˚) (dex) (dex) (dex) (HIP) Fig. 4.1 nr.
II 4128.05 0.316 0.666 0.350 37036/42828 1
II 4130.89 0.476 0.626 0.150 37036/42828 2
II 5041.02 0.291 0.571 0.280 42828 3
II 5055.98 0.593 - - - blend
II 6347.10 0.297 - - - blend
II 6371.37 -0.003 - - - blend
III 4552.62 0.283 0.553 0.270 37036/42828/38164 4
III 4567.84 0.060 0.313 0.253 37036/42828/38164 5
III 4574.76 -0.418 -0.248 0.170 37036/42828/38164 6
III 4716.65 0.491 0.166 -0.325 37036/42828 7
III 4813.33 0.706 0.593 -0.113 37036/42828/38164 8
III 4819.71 0.823 0.926 0.103 37036/42828/38164 9
III 4828.95 0.938 0.841 -0.097 37036/42828/38164 10
III 5739.73 -0.103 0.350 0.453 37036/42828/38164 11
IV 4088.86 0.200 0.125 -0.075 37036/42828 12
IV 4116.60 -0.110 0.043 0.153 37036/42828/38164 13
IV 4654.31 -0.520/1.220/1.130 - - - several lines
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Table B.2: Oxygen spectral lines and log gf values. First and second column show the oxygen
ion and its wavelength. Third and fourth column show the old TOPbase and the corrected
log gf values. Fifth and sixt column show the correction and the stars used for the correction.
Last column gives the number designeted to the spectral line on Table 4.1 or a comment.
Ion λ log gfTB log gfastro ∆A stars comment/
(A˚) (dex) (dex) (dex) (HIP) Fig. 4.1 nr.
I 6155.98 -1.120 - - - no lines
I 6156.77 -0.694 - - - no lines
I 6158.18 -0.409 - - - no lines
I 7771.94 0.354 0.684 0.330 37036/42828 1
I 7774.17 0.207 0.537 0.330 37036/42828 2
I 7775.39 -0.015 0.180 0.330 37036/42828 3
I 8446.36 0.231 0.736 0.505 37036/42828 4
I 4062.91 -0.090 -0.167 -0.077 37036/42828/38164 5
II 4071.23 -0.090 0.015 0.105 37036/42828 6
II 4072.15 0.552 0.707 0.155 37036/42828 7
II 4078.84 -0.287 -0.047 0.240 37036/42828/38164 8
II 4083.93 0.150 0.180 0.030 37036/42828 9
II 4085.11 -0.191 - - - blend
II 4087.19 0.532 0.139 -0.393 37036/42828/38164 10
II 4089.29 0.892 - - - blend
II 4092.93 -0.325 -0.168 0.157 37036/42828/38164 11
II 4119.22 0.447 0.537 0.090 37036/42828/38164 12
II 4129.32 -0.945 -0.965 -0.02 37036/42828 13
II 4132.80 -0.945 -0.965 -0.020 37036/42828 14
II 4488.19 -0.440 - - - blend
II 4590.97 0.331 0.421 0.090 37036/42828/38164 15
II 4596.17 0.180 0.220 0.040 37036/42828/38164 16
II 4602.06 0.510 0.315 -0.195 37036/42828 17
II 4609.37 0.670 0.50 -0.170 37036/42828 18
II 4610.17 -0.170 0.085 0.255 37036/42828 19
II 4638.86 -0.325 -0.068 0.257 37036/42828/38164 20
II 4641.81 0.066 0.396 0.330 37036/42828 21
II 4649.14 0.324 0.679 0.355 37036/42828 22
II 4661.63 -0.268 0.022 0.290 37036/42828/38164 23
II 4696.34 -1.380/-0.980 - - - several lines
II 4699.01 0.418 0.325 -0.093 37036/42828/38164 24
II 4701.18 0.088 0.011 -0.077 37036/42828/38164 25
II 4703.16 0.262 0.152 -0.110 37036/42828/38164 26
II 4705.35 0.533 0.556 0.023 37036/42828/38164 27
II 4710.00 -0.090 -0.017 0.073 37036/42828/38164 28
II 4906.83 -0.157 -0.034 0.123 37036/42828/38164 29
II 4941.07 -0.018 -0.078 -0.06 37036/42828/38164 30
II 4943.00 0.307 0.230 -0.077 37036/42828/38164 31
III 5592.25 -0.361 -0.361 0 38164 32
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Appendix C
log gf differences in the example of
HIP34499
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Figure C.1: HIP34499 ionization equilibrium for silicon and oxygen with the TOPbase and
corrected log gf values.
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Figure C.2: HIP34499 v sin i estimation before and after log gf corrections
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Figure C.3: HIP34499 macroturbulence estimation before and after log gf corrections
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Figure C.4: HIP34499 microturbulence estimation with the TOPbase and corrected log gf
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Figure C.5: HIP34499 Si and O abundance estimation before and after log gf corrections
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